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Residential life losing its appeal to students
A GREATER
NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ARE
CHOOSING TO
LIVE OFF
CAMPUS,
ONCE THEY
ATTAIN
UPPERCLASS
STATUS.

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

News

EDITOR

Since the fall of 1997 there has
been a 14 percent decline in students living in the residential colleges, but the enrollment numbers have remained steady.
The recent decline in residential college living has students
and administration alike looking
for reasons.
Paula Hulick, director of Housing, said she has seen a usual
decline of a little more than 5
percent from fall to spring,
which is generally 250 students a
semester.
She said some of the factors
that contribute to students moving out of the residential colleges
are December graduates, more
students who student teach and
have internships and study
abroad programs

"Our freshman numbers a re
O ne of the main reasons for the
decline from 1997 is because of the same," she said . "It is just
the Hester College fire that left so many upperclassmen decided to
many students without homes.
move off campus."
"Some s tudents chose to move
Josh Haines, Regents College
out because there was a high residence director, said he thinks
level of anxiousness all around," more u pperclassmen are decidH u lick said. "There was a real ing to move off campus.
concern that this person was still
"I do know there is a decline,
among us."
especially with the new apartEven after the situation sub- ments available," Haines said.
sided, many students w ho had
As a result of this, Housing
received releases to move off
,personnel
are trying to find ways
campus never retu med, Rachel
to
attract
upperclassmen
back to
H urst-Mockler, Richmond Colresidential colleges.
lege residence d irector, said.
"There w ill be some changes in
However, Hulick said w hen
Hester opened up again, many Housing that will be announced
students decided to return to the sometime before Feb. 29 to try to
a ttract u pperclassmen to stay,"
residential college.
Hulick said the decline is not Hurst-Mockler said.
because of a lack of freshmen
Hulick and H urst-Mockler said
moving into the residential col- there a re many elements that do
attract students to residential colleges.
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lege life.
"It is convenient, it is close to
classes and some people like the
a tmosphere,"
H urst-Mockler
said .
The bright side to all this extra
space in the residential colleges
is the private rooms now available.
There have been 150 private
rooms granted this year.
"We are able to grant more privates now," H ulick said.
Unfortunately, with any more
of a decline in student housing,
the Ho using b udget m ight
become a ffected.
"Our entire budget is based on
the number of students living in
the residential colleges," Hulick
said. " lt limits w hat you can d o
renovation wise."
Said H ulick: "You just have to
tighten your belt."

University
lacks ethnic
curriculum
PROFESSOR
STEVE JON ES
IS STRIVING TO
EDUCATE
MURRAY STATE
STUDENTS AND
HELP CORRECT
THE HARDSHIPS
HE ENDURED
DURING HIS
SEGREGATED
CHILDHOOD.

BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

A boy about eight years old boarded
a bus in Pontiac, Mich., headed for
Mayfield. The trip was one he took
every summer to spend his lazy vacation days with his aunt in the small
Kentucky town.
The boy gazed out the window as the
busy industrial streets of his hometown
turned into quiet highways lined with
the never-ending cultivated fields of
Indiana.
As the bus squealed to a stop in Indianapolis, the bus driver ordered all colored people to move to the back. Without a protest, the boy stood and gave
Laura DcJton/The News
up his seat to the white people who
New
Murray
State
Head
Football
Coach
Joe
Pannunzio
stands
In
front
of
Roy
Stewart
Stadium.
Pannunzlo
has
busied himself with
boarded the bus.
introducing
himself
to
faculty,
administratorst
students
and
fans
since
he
was
announced
as
the
new
coach
last
Friday.
Sociology, anthropology and socia l
work Professor Steve Jones remembers
foe Pannunzio, new Murray State Jzeadfoot- already had the foundation built.
those long bus trips from Michigan,
bnll
coach, sat down with "The Murray
which was non-segregated, to KenNews" sports editor faso1l Billingsley 2. Will the age of your children be a
State
tucky, where from cinemas to bus sta- ·
for a11 intert1iew to discuss his present and factor in the length of your stay here?
tions, blacks were separated from
future with the football team.
whites.
"I don't really look that far ahead. I try to '
"I think I Just accepted (segregation)
look at the present and try to get the most
without too much thought,'' he said.
out of each year we have. But obviously this
•
1. Why did you come to Murray State?
"Things have improved, but we still
is a communjty you'd lo\'e to raise your fam"The biggest thing for me is when you
have a ways to go. We can't eliminate
ily in. This is a community that has all the
start looking for a job, you have to look at
or forget history because it still affects
values this country was built on and all the
the total package. Murray State is a special
us."
values my family had when I was being
job. When you look at other jobs across the
Despite his past circumstances, Jones'
raised."
country, they don't have what this job has.
story is not one of self-pity for his race.
We have a great community and a great UniInstead, his experiences have helped
3. What Is your policy with athletes
versity here. Not too often do you find a
cultivate in him a desire to better
and balance of academics and athletics?
footba ll program with the tradition this one
understand the place of his people in
has. Coach Gottfried, Beamer, Nutt and Den"We're here first and foremost for an edusociety.
ver
have given me the opportunity to come
Through his work, Jones strives to
Plt'a'IC sec COACH/16
in here and build on a program that has
pass that insight to his students. An
understanding of racial and ethnic
diversity is essential in America where
studies show white people will no
longer be the majority race by 2050,
Jones said . At that time, people of
African, Asian and Hispanic descent
date Monday in a hearing at the a trial date as early as June 2000.
STAFF REPORT
accommodate the five days schedwill numerically be the majority.
Calloway County Circuit Court.
uled for Walker's trial.
"We
told
the
judge
we
were
"Students need to be aware and conJerry
Wayne
Walker
will
stand
Walker
was
arrested
June
ll,
ready
for
trial,
and
the
first
date
The Calloway County Circuit
versant in these very basic issues,"
trial Oct. 2 to 6 on charges of mur- 1999 in connection with the fire was in June, but there were con- Court would have had to reschedJones said.
der and arson in connection with and has been awaiting trial for the flicts on the other end," he said.
ule two or three different trials for
At Murray State, however, a student
the
fatal
fire
at
Hester
College
in
past
seven
months.
Null said the date of the trial Walker to be tried in June.
could graduate without having a
September 1998.
Walker's attorney Richard Null was determined by the number of
'ryle October date requires only
Judge Dennis R. Foust set the said the defense was prepared for cases that had to be changed to one case to be rescheduled .
Please see JONES/16

ques zons

JOE
PANNUNZIO

Murder, arson trial scheduled for October
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Morgan
Hardy
believes the
Super Bowl
was lacking
one aspect
this year, quality
commercials.
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James Willis
responds to
Terry
Strieter's
commentary
from last
week.

PAGE 7
The n umber of eligible
men for fraternity Rush is
down this semester, causing LFC to consider making
rush qualifications more
lenient.

PAGE 11
Find out what residential
colleges are doing to get
into the Valentine's Day
spirit.
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The Murray Sta te Racers
football team not only
gained a new coach, but
also 20 recruits last
week.

February marks the
celebration of African
American history. Learn
how literature wns
affectt..-d by African
Americans at www.thenews.org/on Iine.htm.
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Science quiz bowl slated for Presidential race forum
Saturday at Collins Center
scheduled for Wednesday
An academic quiz bowl competi-

Saturday:
Partly cloudy.
High: 40
Low: 21

·sunday:
Partly cloudy.

High:46
Low: 28

Monday:
Partly cloudy

(Iigh: 52
Low:31
ifuesday:
artly cloudy.
lfiigh: 51
Low: 32

(Wednesday:
Mostly cloudy.
High: 54

Low:34
Source: www.weather com

tion will begin Saturday at 9 a.m in
the Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. This event is sponsored by the MSU College of Science. Phone 762-2993 for more
information.

Madeline Defrees to speak
at Pogue Ubrary Feb. 10
The English Department wiJJ host
a poetry reading with Madeline
DeFrees at 7:30 p.m . Thursday in
Pogue Library. This event is free
and is part of the department's regular reading series. Books by
DeFrees will be offered at the event,
and a reception and book signing
will follow at the Faculty Club.
Phone 762-4713 for more information.

MSU professor offers
beginner piano lessons
Murray State Associate Professor
of Music Richard Scott is offering
supervised beginner piano lessons
for four elementary, middle and
high school students. The half-hour
classes will be offered for the rest of
the semester. Each beginning student will be required to visit a pedagogy class meeting twice during
the semester. For more details, contact Scott at 762-64-t2 or
richard.scott@murraystate.edu .

NEWS
How to
· reach us

The Center for Continuing Edu·
cation will sponsor a Presidential
race political forum Wednesday
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in Freed Curd
Auditorium. Professors Joseph
Fuhrmann, Gil Mathis, Joe Rose
and Winfield Rose will be the pan·
elists, with Cami Pierce, director of
African American Student Services,
moderating. Attendance is free.

Outstanding Teacher award
nominations being accepted
Nominations are being accepted
for the Kentucky Outstanding
Teacher awards. The award will be
given to teachers at each educational tier selected on the criteria of
commitment and service to education. For nomination information,
phone Terry Waltman at 762-3832
or Linda Beane at 762-3817.

Board of Regents debate
to cover faculty evaluations
The Regents College Debate Society with attorney Orthal Smith and
the Richmond College Debate Society with Congressional candidate
Brian Roy will debate at 8 p.m. in
the Freed Curd Auditorium in the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology.
The topic of the fifth annual
Board of Regents debate will be
"The release of student evaluations
should be a violation of the Privacy

Editor-In-Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762·4468
Sports; 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E-Mail: thenews@murroystate.edu

Ryan Brooks/The News

Through the looking glass: Senior Brian Curling from Cadiz attempts to complete a
graphite on paper project in his studio, despite the passers-by outside his window.
Act." For more information, phone
C. Rae Coel at 762-4467.

Expo Center hosts
Monster Truck battle today
The West .Kentucky Expo Center
will host the Outlaw Championship
Tractor/ Truck Pull today and Sat-

urday. Gates open at 6 each night
and the show begins at 7:30p.m.
The shows' featured attraction
will be Steve Austin's "Stone Cold"
monster truck squaring off against
the "Undertaker." Advance tickets
are on sale at the Expo Center,
D&W Auto Supply in Murray and
Mayfield and Cellpage in Lone

Oak. Advance ticket prices are $12
for adults and $6 for children 5 to
10. Tickets at the gate will be $14 for
adults and $7 for children 5 to 10.

Briefs are compiled by Morgau
Hardy, assistant news editor, m1d
Melissa Stonebergn-, assistant college
life editor.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME Of THE SAME CONTENT THAT
GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY' S EDITioN OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS" AND A DAILY

ENEWS.or
mu·T.t\ \ lilte nC\\' on!'
www. thenews.org

COLUMN IN THE " ONLINE" SECTION.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm

Collep life: http://www.thenews.org/life.htm
Viewpoint: http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm
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Wednesday, Feb•.9@ 5:30p.m.
Curris Center BaJJroom
Three-round Jeopardy-like
game show where teams
compete for $200
For more info, call~ at 762-6981
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Cable service to get a makeover
CHARTER
COMMUNICA·
TIONS, WHICH
TOOK OVER
MURRAY
CABLECOMM
CUSTOMERS,
IS INHERITING
SEVERAL OF
THE ISSUES
THAT TURNED
STUDENTS
AWAY FROM
CABLECOMM.

BY JASON

Tuesday, Murray State
began to receive cable service
from a new company, by
name only.
Charter Communications, a
St. Louis-based company with
.1pproximately six million
customers, took over the customers served previously by
Murray CableComm, including those at Murray State.
However, at the end of this
semester, Charter Communications will have some competition for its services. Murray Electric Systems is close to
o ffering customers cable and
Internet access, and MES
Telecommunications Manager David Richardson said his
company has an eye on MSU.
" We have talked to them
(the University) in the past
and plan on putting in a bid
when the time comes,"
Richardson said. "It has
always been a big key of ours
to obtain the right to provide
the University with quality
service."
Director of Housing Paula
Hulick said the University's
current cable contract expires

MEMORIES ARE MADE
OF LOVE AIID HOPE.
An American Cancer Society
Memorial Olfl shows you care

in a very spedal way. It's a
statement of love that
e~tpresses your hope for a
future when cancer will be
conquered. The Society's
programs of cancer control
wiiJ be a large part of bringing
that future to pass.
For more In formation, contact.
the American Cancer Society.
l-8QO-AC5-2.345

YATES

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

June 30. She said the University is already preparing to put
out a request for bids.
Hulick said the University
is looking for a company that
can provide Internet acct.>ss,
fiber optics and a good price.
The company that gains the
bid will also undertake the
rewiring of the residential colleges.
Charter Communications
Manager Dale Haney realizes
his company has competition
ahead.
"We view ourselves as a
company that is not anti-competition, and we certainly
view Murray Electric as a
worthy competitor," Haney
said. "We will meet them
face-to-face, and it will make
us better. It is a good opportunity for customers."
When Charter Communications
was
Murray
CableComm last semester, the
company had it:> problems
with students in the residential colleges who complained
of problems ranging from bad
receptions to poor customer
service. All residential college
presidents wrote nnd signed a
petition stating objections
with the company's service to

residential college customers.
This petition was submitted
to the Murray City Council on
Oct. 28.
Following the petition,
Haney met with Residential
College Association President
Josh Williams to discuss students' concerns, and both
sides came away from the
meeting with a positive out·
look. Haney said Charter can
continue to improve service if
it is awarded the contract.
"We have the necessarv
funding to make the bid and
execute the plan," he said.
"We value the business and
opportunity to serve the University, and hopefully we will
have the chance to continue."
Student Government Association President Brandon
Kirkham said he has not pur!"Ued finding an alternate
cable provider, but he said
that has not stopped him from
weighing in his opinion as
voice of the students.
"I have made it very clear
that cable and Internet access
should be free for students
living in the residential colleges," Kirkham said. "If they
offer that as a benefit, it might
cause more people to stay."

- Lowest Internet Price Anywhere
-~

low As $12.50 Per Month

·V~90·;·n·d

ISDN

•No 'B.u sy Signals
...NQ
.... ·.SETUP FEES

D

Court~.

11:24 p.m. An non-inJury accident was reported on the north side of Elizabeth College.

JAN. 29, 2000

FEB. 2, 2000

12:02 a.m. A fire alarm was triggered in the
Business Building. Murray Fire Department
was notified.
2:08 a.m. The Regan Field sign at the baseball
field was run over by a vehicle.
6:55 a.m. A fire alarm was triggered in the
Busint.'SS Building. Murray Fire Department
was notifil"-i.
7:42a.m. A fire alarm was triggered in the
Business Building. Murray Fire Department
was notified.
3:20 p m. A fire alarm wa::. triggered in the
Busint;SS Building. Murray Fire Department
was notified. Murray Fire Department notified
Public Safety that it would not respond again
until the alarm system was fixed.

7:40 a.m. Ek'(tricians serviced alarms in Sparks
Hall.
3:41 p.m. Fire alarm reported in Blackburn Sciencl? Building, Murray Fire Department was
notified . Facilities Man.lgement reported it as a
fal$e alarm.
5:46p.m. Gene Garfield was trapped in Faculty
Hall elevator on the tlfth floor. The Murray Fire
Department was notified.

JAN. 30, 2000
9:58 p.m. A pohmtial DUI was reported in the
rcsidenti.11 college circlt>.
11:50 p.m. The residence director at Hart College reported trouble with the elevator.

111 N. 12th St.
1Oo/o off for MSU Students Sunday - Friday
20°/o off for MSU Students Saturdays Only

---------------------------,---------------------------.
t 1 Free Cheesesticks
I
I

(Not valid with Student Discount)

~

I

Racer F.scorts - 9
Mo torists Assists • 8

Crime Prt'l't'lllion Tip: Raise fill' lwod, lhtm lock
yourself i11to your car if zf breaks duwn. if some- .
onr stops and offer::. you lwlp, remain in your car.
nnd n:;k llu:m to phone for ltclp. Do not worry
about seemi11g rude.

JAN. 31, 2000
7:59 p.m. A small heater that had caught on
fire was extinguished at 1113 College Courts

Police Beat is compilrd by Morgan Hardy, assislanllzrws t'ditor, from maleritzl:; anlilable from
Public Safety.

~ \,\_ Q(7p.:

b\)

~~u.~

~

.t:/!J

f\} )

SuDJ.DJ.er .Job Fair

From 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

II

FEB. 1,2000
9:00 a.m. There was a non·injury accident at
Five Points.
10:41 a.m. There was a non-injury acciden t at
College Terrace.

Attend the

Call Now 800.562 ..4959

$1.00 off .B uffe

by a hand extinguisher.
9:51 p.m. A possible domestic dispute was
reported at Hester College. After speaking
with the caller, an officer reported everything
tobeOK.

11:07 a.m. Factlities Management reported a
vehicle blocking a manhole and requested that
it be removed. Chemisty department delivered
the fl'qUCSt.
5:29 p.m. A purple and blue Roadmaster
Mountain Climber bicycle was recovered and
brought to the station.
7:52 p.m. Heather Cole of 612 College Courts
reported a noise complaint on 613 College

Need A Summer Job?

$4.49 Buffet

hi e:

JAN. 28, 2000

D.C I I"TERNET IS HERE!

S~appy Tomato
For Delivery or Carry-out Call
753-1000

.

•Police Beat

Fe b. 8
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
• Co-op/Inte rnship Opportunities
• Employe r Contacts
• N etworking Skills
Camp Ced ar Po int
Celebratio n Firewo rks
Camp Chie f Ouray
Camp W.O.W.
Ken t u ck y 4-H

KY She riffs' Boys & Girls R a nch
Walt Disn ey
R ecr eatio n Unlimited
YMCA
a nd much , much more !

+Free 2-liter drink
with purchase o!~
any Large Pizza

T

Contact Career Services:
210 Ordway Hall · 762-3735

c
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Question Political forum to educate about election
0 the
Week
Did you go see the
music department's
~production of Campus
Lights? Why or why
not?
I WAS

"YEAH,

IN IT."

CHRIS
~

Who cares about the New
Hampshire primary? Who
cares about the general
election in November?
Who cares about politics
in general?
If you are one of those
people who do not care,
then it might be a good
idea to attend the 2000
Election Issues Forum
Wednesday night in the
Collins Center for Industry
and
Technology.
The
forum, from 7:30 p.m. to 9
p.m., is free. It will be held
in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
Panelists for the forum
include University professors Joe Fuhrmann, Gil
Mathis, Joe Rose and Winfield Rose. They will be

available to answer questions and debate issues
concerning the upcoming
presidential election.
Do you want to know
what the main issues are?
Should we be concerned
with controversial issues
surrounding the campaigns? Is the alleged temper of Republican candidate john McCain a concern for the people? Are
the heart problems of Bill
Bradley a concern for him
if he wins the election?
You can find out some
answers from the panelists
at this forum.
For those who didn't
know there was an election
this year, students can find
out about the candidates.

Who's George W. Bush?
Who's Alan Keyes? Who's
Gary Bauer?
This year's election is
important because we w ill
elect our first new president in eight years. You,
the students, need to
become educated about
this year's candidates.
Who is elected this year
will have a great influence
over what will happen in
our future. Bill Clinton is
the first president to be
elected that is about the
same age as our parents.
There is a good chance that
Vice President AI Gore or
Republican
candidate
George W. Bush will be
elected this year, making it
the third consecutive time

a baby-boomer president
will be in office.
Besides, there isn't much
else to do next Wednesday
night, is there? Get out. Get
interested.
Your
vote
makes a difference.
People need to know
about the election. If you
are interested and want to
know more, go to the
forum. If you aren't interested, you can go and learn
something. If you are a
political science major or
minor, you can go to the
fontm and shoot the bull
with the best political
minds on campus. Most
importantly, the event is
free.
Go to the forum. You
might learn something.

Our Y1ew
Issue:

THE

2000

ELECTION ISSUES
FORUM IS

WEDNESDAY AT

THE COLtiNS
CENTER FOR

INDUSTRY AND
TECHNOLOGY.

POSITION:
STUDENTS
SHOULD ATTEND
THIS FORUM TO
LEARN ABOUT
THIS YEAR'S
PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES.

Yoo

sophomote, Murray

SGA president
gains important
ally in Alexander

"No, I HAD
BETTER THINGS
TO DO, liKE
WATCH THE
SUPER BOWL II
KEITH BEARD
scphomote, BreclanrldQe

"YEAH,

I WENT

WITH SOME OF
MY FRIENDS
AND

I ENJOYED

IT VERY MUCH.

11

"No I
DIDN'T. I HAD
I

TOO MANY
OTHER THINGS
TO

11

AHANDA REGISTER
sophomore, Salem, Ill

1

Do."

WAS IN

ITI IT

WAS A VERY
INCREDIBLE
EXPERIENCE.
THOSE WHO
MISSED OUT
MISSED A
WONDERf.UL
1
SHOW.

THE Pre-z..

Jeremy Edwards/The News
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NEWS

2609 University Station
~
Murray State University
:· Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
&-mall: thenews@ murraystate.edu

"

Jennifer Sachamoskl
Editor-in-Chief

Jason Yates
Associate Editor

Brandl Williams
News Editor

Greg Stark
Viewpoint Edttor •

Tara Shelby
College Life Editor
~

Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor

Donald Lawson
Online Editor

laura Deaton
Photography Editor

Shelley Street
Chief Copy Editor

Lance Cherry
Advertising Manager
·The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students under the advlsership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the University. This is an official publication of Murray
State University.

Student
Government
Association
President
Brandon Kirkham lost a
-~ l1battle llastt.. w.eek,.l b u t .1he
•
won '' the wi:lr wiUi' a· mo'st
curious ally. His accomplice was University Presi-·
dent Kern Alexander.
Kirkham motioned to
mandate faculty to complete a one-page summary
of their course syllabi during a subcommittee meeting last week. Faculty
Regent
Jim
Rudolph
opposed
the
request
because he said it is redundant. The facu]ty are
already required to submit
a syllabus to the provost
and many faculty members
post their syllabi on the
Web.
When it looked like
Kirkham might have to
send his troops out to gather the information on their
own, Alexander said he
would take care of it. He
said he would have the
provost compile the data.
Thank you University

president.
If the SGA was left to its
own :resources to gather
·suCh ·~nform~tio'n~ tlie legwork required would drain
the members before the
information was ever posted.
It is understandable the
faculty do not want to be
forced to do anything, but
if the students had asked in
a nicer way, would they
have offered to do the extra
10 minutes of work?
Perhaps.
Kirkham made an effort
to access the channels open
to him to do something
beneficial for the students.
When he faced opposition,
he did not back down.
In a room full of lawyers,
professors and University
administrators it is easy to
forget to hold convictions
strongly, but Kirkham
stood his ground. Even
though the motion was not
passed, he won.

Our View
Issue:
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
AsSOCIATION
PRESIDENT
BRANDON
KIRKHAM WANTS
COURSE SYLLABI
TO BE PUBLISHED
ON THE
INTERNET.

POSITION:
KIRKHAM SHOULD
BE COMMENDED
FOR HIS ABILITY
TO STAND HIS
GROUND WHEN
OTHERS WERE
AGAINST HIM. HE
ALSO WON THE
APPROVAL OF

.

UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT KERN
ALEXANDER.

•Your Views
ty of Kentucky and Rupp Arena
are number one. Who made this
possible? The students! We were
the reason this lofty stat was posTo the Editor:
sible, we're the reason for the
University and we're the reason
I am responding to Jason they nt.>eded a bigger arena!
Billingsley's column on Murray
But we were left out in search
State's season ticket holders not of the almighty dollar. People
being very rambunctious.
who care more for looking good
When Murray announced in the seats rather than cheering
plans to build RSEC, I was very the Racers to victory sit in prime
excited, but to my dismay I saw spots. I personally have boyplans to put students on one end cotted the arena because of my
and the older and richer "bour- disdain for the administration's
geoisie" patrons of our commu- non-concern for the studtmts and
nity on both sides of the floor. I the excitement of the game.
was outraged.
It is my opinion all students
In many past publications of should boycott the games t9
Murray State game programs I voice their unhappiness with this
have seen statistics of Murray same thing. We pay an ,1ctivity
State having the 10th loudest fee each semester to pay for the
arena in the country. That's a luxury of seeing a game and I
neat statistic when the Univcrsi- don't feel we've been treated

Fans need to get
more 'rambunctious'

properly.
So each time Murray loses, it
doesn't bother me anymore
because the administration has
sold out on the student fans of
the University. ~
Chris Williams
Senior, Paris, Tenn.

New House Bill could
affect many residents
To the Editor:
It is important that residents of

western Kentucky know about
House Bill 213 and how this bill
will affect their lives. HB 213 is a
request for an increase of funding for the Personal CMe Attendant Program. PCAP allows
.someone with a severe disability

to employee another person 14 to

Write to us

40 hours per week to perform
everyday activities such as

"The Murray State

bathing, grooming, housekeeping and errands. The focus is to
provide support that will enable
a person to remain independent
in his or her own home and not
go into,, nursing facility.
There is currently a waiting list
statewide of people needing
attendant services. The increase
would allow more people to
receive services and would
increase the hourly wage paid to
attendants.
Please call your legislators
today and ask them to support
HB 213. If you want more information on PCAP phone 1-888261-6194 or (270) 753-7729.
Jeanne Gallimore
Murray

News" welcomes
commentaries and
letters to the
editor. letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be
signed.
Contributors
should include
addresses and
jPhone numbers
for verification.
Please Include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
''The Murray State
NewsN reserves
the right to edit
for style, length
and content.
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Alexander has qualities of 'greatest leaders'
I read in the Jan. 28 issue of uged by the media with lists of
"The Murray State News" (" Fac- greatest person this and greatest
ulty representative wants better person that, I was thinking about
communication,") "The Regents how no one is perfect but a few
have long known the faculty and are great. Four on everybody's
(University President Kern) short list of the greatest leaders of
Alexander continue to d isagree the century are Churchill, FDR,
King and Gandhi.
over contentious issues."
Each, decidedly not perfect, was
Long known? I'll say. The members of the Board of Regents at great because he was a well-motiMurray State have known about vated, skillful, intelligent, inexour disagreement with the Uni- haustible visionary. The more
versity's president for at least 20 mechanical detractors of each
years . As a consequence, after man were always loud, frequently
more than two decades of "many confident and infrequently corcontentious issues," the current rect. In the finality of it alt they
Regents seem to notice con- did not matter because such vacutentious issues are, somehow, ous faultfinders are to a great person as dogs barking in the night to
always faculty issues.
What is new this time about our a passing train: dogs bark, train
never-ending obses~ion with our rolls on.
Qualities of the four great leadpresidents is that being at odds
with this president is not taken ers, mentioned above, are the
seriously by anyone but us. Only same qualities of Alexander.
we see ourselves as .stalwart Whether our criticism of the presdefenders of academic freedom, ident, will, in the finality of it all,
saving MSU from despotism. But matter depends on us.
hey, nobody's perfect.
Reasonable, thoughtful, logical,
Over the holidays, while del- intelligent, confident persons, of

whom President Alexander is
one, are convinced by advisers
and critics of reason, thought,
intelligence and logic.
When off-campus, I
am
approached by persons concerned
for MSU who ask me something
like, "What is wrong with the faculty at Murray?" They explain,
"You haven't liked any president
in more than 20 yeaiS. This one is
doing a good job, and you're even
trying to run him off." I confidently respond, "Nobody is perfect."
Funny thing though, the sane
do not believe nobody's being
perfect is a reason for a great faculty of an important university to
be able to discern the difference
between their effective and ineffective presidents.
The concerned_ remain uncomforted with my response. T might
help them by mentioning my
train-in-nigh t, barking dogs analogy, but they could mistakenly
believe I am implying a university
faculty can sometimes be as

reflexive in their thinking as are
dogs barking in the night at a
passing train. I could alleviate
their concerns by explaining the
reason campus politics are so contentious is because the issues are
so small. But, I had rather this
embarrassment remain our secret.
Speaking of embarrassment, in
the last paragraph in the opinion
piece in "The Murray State
News," the author says, "The'
publicity Murray State has recently received is not good for the
University. It has been and continues to be contrary to the best
in terest of both faculty and
administration."
True, perhaps, but bad publicity
is coming from only one source.
The president, the regents, the
alumni, the students, the politicians, the public, all others who
are members of this University's
community and even interested
o thers are not providing any bad
publicity. In spite of this obvious
fact, the author of this piece stated, "Should this opportunity (to

do what the faculty demands) be
missed, the Regents can expect
the faculty to continue their public outcry." Public, he said. Outcry, he said.
Yes, the faculty of a university is
the university, an actuality
Alexander recognizes and supports. While this identity provides
us with an excess of virtue in university matters, our being the university does not mean we own it.
And if we stop our public outcry
for a moment, we may remember
when we learned that an excess of
virtue is more dangerous than an
excess of vice, because an excess
of virtue has no constraints or
conscience; we must, therefore,
constrain ourselves.
In our silence, some of us may
find the still small voice is telling
us that we are listening to the
president considerably less than
he is listening to us.

In My
Opinion

j AMES
WIWS
"I N OUR
SILENCE, SOME
Of US MAY FIND
THE STILL SMALL
VOICE IS
TELLING US
THAT WE ARE
LISTENING TO •
THE PRESIDENT •
CONSIDERABLY 1
LESS THAN HE IS

fames Willis is a professor in the
College of Education at Murray
State.

LISTENING TO

us."

New coach has
hidden punchlines
In My
Opinion

STARK
"

'RoY KIDD
MAY BE THE

DEAN OF ALL

OVC

COACHES

AT EAsTERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY, BUT
jOE PANNUNZIO
IS THE DON OF
ALL

OVC

COACHES AT
MURRAY
STATE.' "

The new football coach stands before
his players during spring toorkouts. On
the first day of practice, one of his wide
receivers drops a wide-open pass.
Instead of lecturing the player, he stands
there and nonchalantly says, "Hey, forget about it."
The last name of Murray State's
new football coach, Joe Pannunzio,
sounds like a man who has just come
from the streets of Little Italy in New
York City. However, his upbringing
places him a long way from there.
Pannunzio is originally from
Pueblo, Colo. His last coaching job
was at perennial Southeastern Conference football power Auburn University, where he was an assistant
coach. Pannunzio and his family
keep up with Italian entertainment,
like the HBO drama "The Sopranos."
Pannunzio said the show is his
wife's favorite. He said shows like
"The Sopranos" and movies like
"The Godfather" do stereotype Italians.
"We have Italians who are in the
Mafia, we have Italians who are
pnests," Pannunzio said. "We pretty
much run the whole gamut now."
Before he moved to Auburn under
head coach Tommy Tuberville, he
was also an assistant coach under
Tuberville at the University of Mis-

sissippi. Pannunzio recall:; the reception he and one of his friends got
when they walked into an Oxford,
Miss. restaurant.
"People looked at us and said,
'Here comes the Mafia,'" he said.
We mean nothing when we poke
some fun at our new coach.

To pump up the team !wfore the game,
the new coach decides to try out some
11etv tunes on tlte speaker system.
Instead of the customary hits of Queen
like. ''We Will Rock You" or "We Are
Tire Champions," Ire busts out Iris copy
of "Mob Hits" and queues up "That's
Amore" by Dean Marti11.
Besides, we're just doing what
other papers will in the future. When
OVC Media Day hits, the media will
be all over the coach with catch
phrases like, "Roy Kidd may be the
dean of all OVC coaches at Eastern
Kentucky University, but Joe Pannunzio is the Don of all OVC coaches at Murray State."
Ooh. That was bad.
Murray State has had a long line of
good football coaches. However,
they all left because, as Don Corleone put it in "The Godfather," they
accepted offers they couldn't refuse.

Greg Stark is tire vietvpoint editor of
"The Murray State News."

Bowl spots lack in creativity
In My
Opinion

MORGAN

HARDY
" THERE IS
ONLY ONE WAY
TO DESCRIBE
THAT KIND OF
AD - CHAOS."

It's no longer dot-com. It's now
dot-crap.
The dot-crap revolution is responsible for some of the most inane
Super Bowl advertisements in the
history of television. At least LifeMinders.crap was honest- they can't
write an ad, and they admitted it.
"The worst commercial of the Super
Bowl" was thusly born.
Come on. Jf I see one more sock
puppet act cute, I'm going to forcibly
rip out my picture tube and violate a
random ad executive.
And you know what the worst part
is? I like Chicago. I'm not a raving
fan, but I genuinely like them. Seeing
one of their good songs defiled is
simply unacceptable. I'm not through
yet.
You know, two ads diverged in an
ad exec's mind, and he or she took
the one less traveled by. And that
made all the difference- instead of a
happy, light, fun Super Bowl ad compelling me to instantly leap to Monster.crap, they managed to throw
away more than $2 million.
Now onto some of the ads that I
actually deigned to grace with my
attention. As usual, Budweiser managed to produce the excellent produ:::t that I've come to expect from
them. Unfortunately, I am rather distraught by the loss of my Bud Bowl.
However, Rex cannot compare to
the Spud. Spuds McKenzie is the

=

:

only animal 1 can bring myself to
acknowledge as an actual television
icon. Lassie, go home. Flipper, you'~e
all wet. Mighty Mouse, do· you like
pancakes? My idea of a great animal,
is silent, still and cool. Spud accomplished all of these.
My favorite ad of this Super Bowl
was a dot-crap ad. Don't ask me what
I find mystically compelling about an
impaired person, an old guy and a
monkey clapping to unidentifiable
music. There's only one way to
describe that kind of ad - chaos.
It made me think of a similar commercial for "The Murray State
News." In my mind's eye I see me sitting at my desk, phone held shoulder
to ear, attentively listening to my
soon-to-be Pulitzer Prize-winning
story in the making. Of course, surprise of surprises, it falb through.
As I raise one clenched fist to
plunge through my computer monitor and the other to hurl my pen of
wrath against a nearby while, I begin
to utter the first word of the noble
pair the male gender turns to in times
of despair.
"Mother..."
"Well, Morgan Hardy just wasted
three hours on 'a story. What do you
do with your time?"

Morga11 Hardy is the assistant sports
t•ditor of ''Tite Murray State News."
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Student finds reasons for season·.
During Winter Break, I, able midgets of yesteryear birth control. AU you have to
like many of my fellow stu- had been replaced by crea- do is go into any department
dents, went back to work in tures bent on driving me to store and stand around for
half an hour.
hopes of earning enough the brink of insanity.
Don' t bother going to a
One of my ingenious manincome to see me through
another semester. My place agers decided it would be a doctor's office and spending
of employment was a depart- good idea to display an entire money on the pill. After lisment store in the middle of table full of the most ridicu- tening to these things hour
one of the biggest strip malls lous and nerve-wracking after hour, I don't ever want
in the area. Intelligent of me, invention to date. Crocodile to ever have sex, only
wasn't it?
Rock was a little stuffed croc- because of the possibility of
The Christmas season is odile, propped on a base. spawning a child. I think that
typically seen as a time of When one pressed a button, it in itself would be cruelty to
gift-giving, family gatherings would shake its hips and sing children by having me as a
and an all around good time. Elton John's "Crocodile parent.
Not from my stand point.
The only way children and
Rock."
For 40 hours a week, I had
It's p retty harmless and I could safely co-exist is by
to deal with grumpy women, stupid when you first look at getting rid of all the buttons
confused men and my per- it, but little did I know this in the world, and I don't see
sonal favorite, screaming little contraption would that happening any time
children, along with folding make me look at children in a soon.
piles of clothes and fending whole new light. Before, I just
1 learned during the break
off customers who wanted thought they were annoying that I really don't like kids. I
and I could block them out don' t want to have any. I
my head on a platter.
It was the kids who got to every once in a while.
don't want to have anything
me the most. Children seem
I learned kids just love to to do with them. In fact, if I
to possess a decibel range press buttons ... over and ever hear "Crocodile Rock"
that varies from merely over again. Suddenly I heard again, you better hide the
annoying to ear-shattering. I 16 of those crocodiles going wee darlings because I might
don't know how many times at once at various intervals of want to kill them.
I had to clench my hands to the day. The sound of 16
I must give a hand to all the
my head and grit my teeth Elton Johns singing at once is parents out there. You have
when one of those snotty lit- almost enough to give you a your work cut out for you,
tle munchkins didn't get brain aneurysm. At that and no I don't hate kids. I just
something he wanted. For a moment, children became the don't want to be around
while, I was positive J had enemy.
them.
This led me to an inventive
landed in some episode of
the "Wizard of Oz /Twilight conclusion. The Christmas Krista Matltt•ny is n staff writer
Zone" where the cute, lov- season is the best form of for "Tile Murray State News."
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KRISTA
MATHENY
" DoN'T
BOTHER GOING
TO THE
DOCTOR'S
OFFICE AND
SPENDING
MONEY ON THE
PILl."
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Issues spawn two new committees
B Y JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEf

Board of Regents Chair Sid
Easley seems to see a revision of
the Faculty Handbook in a biblical
framework.
"We asked the administration to
come up with a Faculty Handbook
that would be like the New Testa~
ment," Easley said. "Rules and regulations in red, and administrative
procedures in black."
Differentiating between Board
policy and administrative procedure became a topic of debate last
year when University President
Kern Alexander released student
evaluations of the faculty to the
Student Government Association
for publication. The Faculty Handbook places the evaluations within
the faculty personnel files, and
many faculty members were upset
at the distribution procedure.
At the Faculty and Staff Affairs
subcommittee meeting last week, a
group of board members discussed
the issue of the Faculty Handbook,

SID EASLEY
Board of Regents

Chatr

• "RULES AND
REGULATIO NS IN

"

'<

RED, AND

.- ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES IN
BLACK."

-!.

faculty evaluations and shared
governance.
Alexander said a revision of the
Faculty Handbook would "have a
clear separation of policy and procedures" completed by the May
meeting.
A motion was also accepted to
appoint another committee of faculty, students and administration
to recommend a list of questions to
be used to evaluate the faculty for
the sole purpose of student publication. The evaluation questions
would be separate from the mandated faculty e\·aluations.
The last agenda topic for the
subcommittee was to address the
meaning of "shared governance."
A three-member panel composed
of Alexander, Faculty Regent Jim
Rudolph and Faculty Senate President William CaU was approved to
discuss the issue.
At the beginning of the meeting
Call said he did not plan on finding
all the answers then, but after the
meeting he said he was happy with
the progress.

Although thankful for the opportunity to discuss shared gover·
nance, Call said he was disappoint~
ed with the Board for not recognizing any of those pre::;ent or asking
for other faculty opinions in the
matters they discussed. Winfield
Rose, professor of political science,
raised his hand to speak three
times during the meeting but the
committee
chair,
Marilyn
Buchanon, did not recognize his
request.
Brandon Kirkham, student
regent and SGA president, brought
up an issue not on the agenda
when he motioned for the faculty
to complete a one-page syllabus for
posting on the Internet. The motion
was rescinded after discussion and
Alexander said he would ask the
provost to collect the syllabi from
the faculty.
"We wanted to offer one comprehensive web-site for students to
view the syllabi before selecting a
class," Kirkham said. "It baffles me
why the motion was so offensive.''

Online options expand course offerings
ble disadvantage is some students do not need the freedom
brought on by not having set
Stud ents interested in an hours to study and go to class.
u ncon ventional approach to
John Yates, dean at the Cenla king classes might want to ter of Continuing Education,
considt>r Murray State's online watched the program flourish
c o u rses.
in the past two years.
, T hf! courses, which have
"Most schools are getting
been o ffered for two years, into this kind of Instruction,"
~'egan w ith about six students Yates said. "By taking on this
~mull ed in two online courses.
program, Murray is staying
N ow, the student count is up competitive."
lo abo ut 350 students enrolled Some of ·the courses are
in the online classes.
available only through the
Ad \·antages of the online Commonwealth Virtual Unicour~·;ndude the versatility
versity, where students have
of being 'able to take the clasS' to go to , enroll .• The Virtual
• pnyti tftc, anywhere. A possi- University may be accessed by
BY LOREE STARK
STAff WRITER

a link from the MSU homepage. However, there are also
many Murray-based online
courses students can participate in by using RacerTouch
when enrolling in their other
classes each semester. Thirty
are listed in this spring's
schedule of classes.
With the growing success of
the online courses, the virtual
campus may open doors for
students who can't seem to get
started with a college education .
Linda Miller, director of
Academic Computing and
Technology Services, said she
feels the virtual campus is an

!i~uck

Get your ntoney fast -E-File your taxes!
Electronic riling of your Federal
& Kentucky State tax returns.

STUDENT SPECIAL!
Preparation & E-Fillng of
qualifying returns $35. Call...

Page Bookkeeping &
Tax Service

pus.
Said Yates: "I think that
what we'll see in the next few
years is more people taking at
least part of a course online. "

• TranServe AutomatiC
Transmission Service
• FlUsh & Fill Machine
• Co111>lete Fluid Change
• Cooling System service
• Belts & Hoses

*Skateboards *T-Shirts *Multi-gauge Jewelry

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-0810
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

excellent opportunity for people who want an education
but don' t have time to pursue
an academic degree the traditional way.
"I would like to see students
who don't have the opportunity to come to the University to
have some viable opportuni·
ties with the online option,"
Miller said.
Yates said he sees a prosperous future for the virtual cam-
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ena e sp it o e lan
to reso ve evalua ion
BY MORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT

News EDITOR

Faculty Senate members were split over the
results of Tuesday's Board of Regents Faculty /Staff
Affairs Committee meeting.
Faculty Regent Jim Rudolph's rl'port dominated
nearly 45 minutes of the Senate meeting Tuesday as
various faculty senators voiced their opinions of the
committee meeting.
While Rudolph felt the faculty made "good
strides'' in resolving their issues, he was not
pleased with the logistics of the meeting.
"I did not like the procedure, per se, that was present in that committee meeting that only the people
around the table would have a voice in the. issue,"
Rudolph said.
Faculty Senate President William Call did not
receive the same impression of the committee meeting as Rudolph.

"I was not as encouraged with the progress made
as Regent Rudolph was," Call said. "How~;•ver, I
think the very fact that there was discussion is
encouraging in and of itself."
Other senators disputed the committee' s stance
on shared governance.
"The Board of Regents, in their minutes,
approved a definition of shared governance in its
meeting," Finance Chair Bill Schell said. "I find
very little hope in that they found a time to meet
and thrash out another definition of shared governance."
A proposal to include faculty in the committee to
form the questions for the student-released evaluation was also a p rimary point of debate among the
senators.
"I see no reason students can' t post what they
want to post, but what they've done so far is ask
someone else to do their work for them," acting
Parliamentarian Terry Foreman said.
Schell also questions the structure of the committee.
"There is no reason for the administration, facul·
ty, and staff to tell students what they should be
able to put in their evaluation to post on the SGA
webpage," Schell said. "let the studcnlc; figure out
what is important to them, create and evaluate that
tool. and use it. We shouldn't have our Rands all
over it."

BILL SCHELL
Faculty Senate
Finance Chair

"I FIND VERY
liTTlE HOPE IN
THAT THEY FOUND
A TIME TO MEET
AND THRASH OUT
ANOTHER
DEFINITION Of
SHARED
GOVERNANCE. u
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Fraternity Rush numbers dip below half last year's spring turnout
Public Relations Chair David PerBY liSA WHEAT
fRATERNITIES
STAFF WRITER
low that would allow fraternities to
EXPERIENCED
Members of the Interfraternity accept two new members whose
LOW TURNOUT Council have a lot on their mind GPAs border the requirement, but
FOR THE
these days.
are not below 2.0.
They're wondering why recruit-

The proposal

mandates four

SPRING
ment numbers were low this scmes- hours of supervised study time
EVENTS,
ter and what they can do about it.
each week for the new members.
PROMPTING
Last year the spring Rush event The change would require an
POTENTIAL IFC attracted about ~65 attendees, a amendment to the IFC constitution
RULE
CHANGES.

number that dwmdled down to
about 125 this year.
"We would have expected at least
200 to come out this semester,"
Sigma Chi President Rob Binford
said.
Many students who sought fraternity membership were not eligible
because of low grCides, Binford said.
The IFC requires all fraternity members to maintain a 2.25 CPA and
hold 12 credit hours of classes.
During the IFC meeting Tuesday,
the council discussed a proposal by

and would be effective this semes·
tcr.only. Members met Thursday to
further discuss the proposal, and
resulb of that meeting were not
available by press time.
Those in favor of lowering the
GPA requirement said it was a fair
way to increase membership.
"It'll make more students available to rush fraternities this current
semester," IFC Vice President Jason
Pittman said.
Accepting new members with
GPAs below the requirement would

be positive, Pittman said, because
the fraternities offer tutoring and
require study time, which would
raise grades.
Others, however, expressed concern the change would lower the
standard of the council. Some fra·
ternities set their own GPA limit as
high as 2.3 and would not lower it,
even if the requirement was lower.
"The Grt.>ek system is supposed to
be a select group of individuals,''
TFC Rush Chair Kip Roberts said..
"lf they are going to be the best
Murray State has to offer, their leadership skills and academic skills
should reflect that."
IFC Faculty Adviser Jim Baurer
was not clble to attend Tuesday's
meeting, but idler said he was
opposed to the amendment.
"I think they ought to look at the
reasons why their numbers are
low," he said. "I'd rather see them

amend the problem rather than just
change a rule as the way to correct
it."
Roberts
said
the
council
employed the same Rush recruit·
ment methods that it has used in
years past. The IFC placed advertisements, hung posters, and sent
postcards. The council spent a total
of $1,800 on advertising.
Roberts said a decrease in num·
bers is natural for fraternities to
experience over the years.
"We have seen dips like this
before, and I am sure the numbers
will go up next semester," Roberts
said.
Fraternity membership has been
slowly declining across the nation
since 1990, according to a study
published in the "Chronicle of
Higher Education." Roberts said
Murray State fraternities have
slightly reflected that trend, but

continue to remain strong.
"Murray State has one of the;
strongest Greek systems in the stat;!
and has the potential to be th~
strongest in this part of the coun-1
try," he said.
Roberts said fraternities
many advantages, such as provid~i
ing academic and leadership training, future career connections~
social events and athletic competitions.
IFC President Chris Smith said
fraternity stereotypes, like binge
dr.i nking and failing grades, possibly scare students from joining.
Likewise, Binford said residential
colleges compete with fraternities
by offering activit~es.
Binford said fraternities con·
tribute to non-profit organizations.
Said Binford: "People don't know
about what we do for the communi-

offe~

ty."
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Sauteed seasonal vege~ables and sour
cream in a vegetable herb wrap.

THE ELM

GRILLED CHICKEN WRAP $5.75

$5.75

Soup of.the da¥, gm:n Slllad ·and fresh
bread.

THE SYCAMORE

$5.75

ChunkS of grilled chicken, fresh leuuce,
sour cream, Oani~ fontina cheese, and
pico .)3UCe in a vegetable herb wrap.

Vegg1e wrap, green salad und fresh bread.

QUESADILLAS

California baja rolls. wup of lhe day and
fresh bread.

Your choice of Norwegian smoked salmon
or grilled chicken layered with onions, a
~prinkle of d1ll, Monterey jack and
cheddar cheese.

THE OLIVE

$5.75

SOUP
CHEESY POTATO SOUP
SOUP OF THE DAY

$3•00

$3.00

SALADS A!'liD SIDES
MIXED GREEN SALAD
$2.95
Milted lettuce, shredded carrots. cucumber
slice~. bell

pepper and tomato.

SPINACH SALAD

$2.95

Fre~h

baby spinnch. mandarin orange~.
mushroom~ and watnu1s.

FRUIT SIDE SALAD

Upto$1500

CHICKEN SALAD

CURRY CHICKEN SALAD $3.95

ch1p~.

THE POGUE

f7he; &sullial0lfY1~ll/

Thu

Spnng wa1er pa!:ked, dolphin safe tuna.

Hickory ham or bhld: forest ham, your
chorce of cheese. topping and chips.

Don't forget your Valentine!
Treat them to a gift certificate from

$3.95

THE POPLAR
$4.95
ItaIinn herbed 1urkey or mesquite smoked
THE DOGWOOD

• Nurlure your !ktn wilh Avedo plonl-bo~ed prod ucts
• Calm your mrnd wllh soolhing Avedo Pure-Fume'"' uromos.
• Escape the shesses of 1he day - inslonlly,
Schedl•le on appoinlmenl today

SANDWICHES
TUNA SALAD

Frc~h

$2.00

seasonal frui1.

l'OTATO SALAD

$2.25

Made frc.~h daily wuh new polaloes.

PASTA SALAD

$2.50

Penne pa~1a tos-.cd in pe~to with sun-dried
tomatoes and prne nuts.

GRILLED CHICKEN CAESAR
SALAD
$5.50
Romaine lettuce and traditional Caesar
topped with our ov;n croutons.
fresh Italian pannesan and .grilled
rnarin;tled chicken.

drcs~ing

PORTABELLA MUSHROOM
SALAD
$5.95
Mixed lettuce sprinkled with fela cheese
and cannelized walnut~. Topped with
portabella mushroom~ ~auteed in babamtc
vinegar.

$5.95

BAGEL, SMOKED SALMON AND
CREAM CHEESE
$3.95
Norwegian smoked salmon

HAMBURGER

$3.50

Fresh ground beef and your choice of
topping£.

CHEESEBURGER

$4.00

Fresh ground beef with a choice of cheese
and toppings.

GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH
$4.50
FRIF..S
$1.00
SPECIALTY FOODS
BEER BATTERED CHICKEN
flNGERS AND FRIES
$5.95
Chicken tenders in a beer baner with a
choice of honey mustard and barbecue
dipping sauce.

PESTO PASTA AND GRILLED
CHICIG:N
$5.95
Angel hair pasta tossed in fresh peslo and
sun-dried tomatoe:.. Topped wilh grilled
marinated chicken.

THAI PASTA AND GRILLED
CHICKEN
$5.95
Angel hair pasta tossed with 'picy peanut
Thai Sauce and topped with carrots, green
onions and grilled marinated chicken.

BLACKENED CHICKEN
FETTUCINE ALFREDO

$5.95

Cajun blackened chicken served over
fettucine coaled with fresh alfredo sauce.

STUFFED BREADS
Our fresh baked while loaf wnh til lings and topped wilh parmesan cheese.

PORTABELLA & HAVARTI • CAJUN TURKEY & PROVOLONE
ITALIAN HERB TURKEY & HAVARTI • RUEBEN
HAM &SWISS
$4.95

The HOPE Credit or Lifetime
Learning Credit can cut your
federal taxes to help pay for
higher education. For details on
how to qualify for either, sec
your 1999 IRS tax booklet. Or
check our Web site: www.irs.gov

"Free
W'ith,.

e,p S~t,~!'te.r

,,,.,'! :Music. f>urc.Mse!

-wlt..ite. '"fftU.J tA-Jt. thu. fe.r c.uJ't~r-

~~~

University.Store
Store Hours:

-

Mon-Fri 8 a.m-8 p.m. Sat 9 u.m-8 p.m.Sun 1-4 p.m.

BAKERY
CINNAMON ROLL WITH CREAM CHEESE ICING ......................... $1.40
HELLO DOLLIES l.ayercd bar cookie with coconut, pecans, bulterscotch and
chocolate chip,. ••
. ....... ~ •.
.. . ...... ~.......... $.95
BROWNIES Rich chocolate with walnuts and rcing... _ ......, ~...- ....~................. $.95
FRESH BAKED MUFFIN........................................................_................. $.95
COOKIES ......................................................................................................$,50
CAKES AND PIES..............._...................................................... $2.10 TO 2.25
BISCOTTI........................._ ......................................................................... $.85
VARIOUS LOAVES AVAILABLE DAILY................................ $.95 TO $4.00
BEVERAGES
JOHN CONTI COH'EE............. $.95 lCED I HOT TEA.................... $.95
CAN SODA ................................... $.75 20 OZ. SODA ......................... $1.10
ARIZONA GREEN TEA .......... $1.50 ROOT BEER..........."'.............. $.95
STARBUCKS FRAPPUrnO.. $1.50 ESPRESSO............................. $1.75
CAPPUCCI~O, CAf'E MOCHA, CAFE LAT'TE....................................$2.55

"You'lllove the food!"
E.vt r)lhrng we do ull'ifleenth and Oli~e is m:1de from scratch, tocai~Nhen available. organic when
JXN ible and ul>~'ll)'> the a~olule freW.U and be>t qu~lity we C'llllind....enjay
A SMOK•:.•·Ru: E."iVIROSM.:NT
We nctept Visd, Ma,lercanl, Amcncan E•press, check and cash.
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Future leaders, those wlro would lead the nation, must know that the flag is red, white
and blue but the nation is not red, w hite and blue. It is red and yellow and brown and
black and w lzite.
-]esse Jackson

Multicultural services offered foi all students
By KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

Murray State offers a wide variety of multicultural strives to serves the diverse population
of its campus.
The African-American Student Services is
one such organization. This organization cele·
brated African-American History Month dur·
ing February to recognize the civil rights
activists who worked hard for equity in this
nation.
Cami Pierce, director of African-American
Student Services/ Ethnic Programs, decided to
celebrate this occasion with one big program.
"I thought it would be a good idea to use one
big program on one night instead of using several little programs," Pierce said. "Less is more
and we didn't want to desensitize the students.
We put all our eggs in one basket and it paid
off.We did a lot of advertising in order to put
more punch in this program."
Fundamentals II took place Wednesday
evening in Faculty Hall. The speaker, Thomas
Robinson ill, spoke of the modem civil rights
movement and encouraged students to continue the work of achieving equal rights.
"I feel so good about the support on the campus," Pierce said. " I have teachers giving their
classes extra credit for going, and hope that
they'll be reached."
Many students don't understand the impor-

"Black History Month is not about being
black. rt's all colors," she said . "It's really
everyone's personality. Nobody has the same
personality and that makes us unique."
African-American History Month recognizes
civil rights activists and the message they stood
for. Sometimes students never stop to think
Director of
about what their words meant. Mc1rtin Luther
African-American
King, Jr. is one of these activists.
Student Services/
"Usually we focus on Martin Luther King,"
Pierce said. "He had the fundamental message
Ethnic Progams
of equality."
African-American Student Services has put
'up bulletin boards and passed out fliers to
inform the public about Black History Month.
"What I hope that students get out of Black
History Month is that we are getting older and
it is their turn to pick up the torch and continue on," Pierce said.
Pierce said other informational programs are
being posted on the African-American Studies
website, part of the Murray State wcbspace, in
an attempt to reach students across campus.
"These days, more and more students are
using the Internet to find out about things," she
Ryan
The News
Cami Pierce, director of African-American Student Services, strives to Involve students of said." We want to reach those interested
instead of using the usual signs."
all races in African-Amer ican History Month.
These programs include information on
tance of African-American History month.
freshman from Robards.
careers and advertisements on future programs
Because of this Pierce encourages students of such as the upcoming Coffee Talk program.
"I think it's great to celebrate history and all,
but I don't understand why they need to dedi- all races to be involved in African-American Coffee Talk will give students a chance to sit
cate a whole month to it," said John Gibson, History Month.
and converse in a coffeehouse atmosphere.

English class focuses on
African-American writers
" A FRICAN·
A MERICAN
LITERATURE IS
VERY INTERDIS..
CIPLINARY ...
I ENCOURAGE
STUDENTS
FROM All
DISCIPLINES
TO TAKE THIS
COURSE."
LAURA
DAWKINS,
VISITING
PROFESSOR
OF ENGLISH

BY MEUSSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT CollEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Murray State English department offers students an in-depth look
at African-American authors.
Survey in African-American Litera·
ture, ENG 320, is a guide to AfricanAmerican authors and includes works
from all different time periods.
"This course starts with slave narratives," Laura Dawkins, visiting profes·
sor of English, said. "We also explore
post contemporary construction, the
Harlem renaissance, the social realism
of the ' 40s, the protest of the '60s, as
well as contemporary authors."
The upper-level English class only
has five members. Dawkins said she
thinks students may feel somewhat
intimidated by the upper level course
title.
"African-American literature is very
interdisciplinary," Dawkins said .
"Political science, sociology, gender
studies, law and history all tie into this
subject. I encourage students from all

disciplines to take this course."
Lauren M. Horton, sophomore from
Louisville, said she is taking the course
for many reasons.
" 1 took the class to show the administration that people are interested in this
class," Horton said. " I also took it to
learn about my own culture. I am taking all of these general education
courses and I decided that I should take
a class that I am interested."
Despite the 8 ~30 a.m. class time, Hor·
ton said she feels it is very important to
attend.
"If the class were held at a late time,
I feel that enrollment would be bigger,"
she said.
Dawkins remains positive about the
class's place in the curriculum.
"I' ve
really
been
extremely
impressed by the support of the University has given to the African-Ameri·
can Literature class, and to the multicultural students in·general," she said.
" I think this program has great potential."

Famous African-Anlerican Works
l

The Bluest Eye
Toni Morrison
Invisible Man
Ralph Ellison
Native Son
Richard Wright
Fredrick Dou glass The Narrative of Fredrick

Langston Hugh es
Jean Toomes
Alice Walker

Douglass
A n Introduction to Poetry

Cain

The Color Purple

Robert Pieroni/ The New5

African-American Greeks trace roots back more than a century
BY PATRICK ABANATHY
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

The traditional roots of the
African-American Greek organizations on the Murray State
campus date back almost a century.
African-American fraternities
and sororities were founded by
small groups of African-Americans who were looking to form a
bond of brotherhood or sisterhood among their ethnic group.
The first African-American
fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha, was
founded in 1906 at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. It was
founded by seven AfricanAmerican college men. Two
years later, the first African-

-

American Sorority, Alpha
Kappa Alpha, was founded at
Howard University in Washington, D.C. by African-American
college ·
women.
Since then, at least eight more
African-American Greek organizations have emerged and
become recognized . These
include: Kappa Alpha Psi, Delta
Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma,
Zeta Phi Beta, Sigma Gamma
Rho and Omega Psi Phi.
Murray State is home to seven
branches of the African-American Greek organizations.
Out of the seven, only one,
Delta Sigma Theta, is currently
inactive. The members of these
organizations take great pride in

their membership.
Cami Pierce, director of
African-American Student Services/Ethnic Programs and
member of Sigma Gamma Rho,
sees her sorority as a benefit.
"Making connections these
days is everything," Pierce said.
"We are proud of our organization ."
The only disadvantage Pierce
mentioned was the problem all
Greek organizations face: nega·
tive stereotypes.
Sigma Gamma Rho was
founded Nov. 14, 1922, in Indianapolis, Tnd . It later became an
incorporated national collegiate
sorority Dec. 30, 1929. The sorority wa~ brought to Murray State
on May 7, 1994, with eight char·

ter members.
Maurice Crump, member of
Phi Beta Sigma, also takes pride
in his fraternity. Like Pierce,
Crump sees his fraternity as a
great way to make friends and
meet new people.
"We' re all tight, all brothers,
you know, meet new people,
and get a whole lot of contacts,"
Crump said. "You never know
who you'll meet."
Crump said he feels there is
good awareness for his fraternity on campus.
"We have people looking to
see what we' re all about,"
Crump said . "Some people looking for the 'goods,' and some
people looking for the 'bads."'
Phi Beta Sigma was founded

on January 9, 1914. Like Alpha
Kappa Alpha, it began at
Howard University in Washing·
ton, D.C. The branch at Murray
State has been around about one
and a half years. It started with
two members and currently has
nine.
The African-American Greek
life participates in service to the
community and campus.
Each of the African-American
Greek organizations have events
which are held on an annual
basis.
Some of these events include
'' Miss Black and Gold," held by
Alpha Phi Alpha and "Bingo at
Westview," held by Alpha
Kappa Alpha. Phi Beta Sigma
annually holds free seminars

and programs for Sigmas
Against Teen-Age Pregnancy,
while Sigma Gamma Rho holds
a Pre-Kwanzaa celebration each
December.
There are several events that
are held outside these individual annual events such as helping out with the Boys and Girls
Club. This is held by the collaboration of Phi Beta Sigma and
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
The African-American Greek
life participates in service to the
community and campus. To find
general information about local
branches contact African-American Student Services/ Ethnic
Programs at 762-6836 or visit the
office in Curris Center room
llOB.
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The
Week
Ahead
lOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND

To POST INFORMATION IN THE
PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175 .

AROUND TOWN.
CALENDAR,

9

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Cinema
International"Central Station," 7:30
p.m., Curris
Center Theater.
• Truck pull7:30 p.m.,
West Kentucky Expo
Center. Phone
762-4489 for
more information.

Cinema
International"Central Station," 7:30
p.m., Curris
Center Theater.
• Truck pull7:30 p.m.,
West Kentucky
Expo Center.
Phone 7624489 for more
information.

Bible studyMurray Christian Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

TUESDAY

MONDAY

I

African American
ServicesReception for
students who
maintained a
3.0 GPA or
higher for the
fall semester,
Multicultural
Center, 5:30
p.m.

Job fairCurris Center. •
9 a.m. -3 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Residential
collegesSpringerFranklin Dinner, 6 p.m.
Winslow Dining Hall.
• Bible
study- Baptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.
Theater.

BY K YLE SHADOAN

Review

STAFF WRITER

Album:"The
Hurricane"
Soundtrack
Grade: C+
Comments: "It
pinnacles at
Bob Dylan's
'Hurricane' and
finishes off
with others that
are like '70s
funk and soft
rock, to make
for a diverse
album."

The first half of the
soundtrack
for
the
motion picture "The Hurricane" consists of several
tracks of rap and R&B
songs. It pinnacles at Bob
Dylan's "Hurricane" and
finishes off with others
that are like '70s funk and
soft rock, to make for a
diverse album.
Dylan's "Hurricane" is
ultimately the best song
on
the
soundtrack.
Besides being the best

song, it had a tremendous
impact by spreading the
message of injustice
Rubin Carter received.
If it had not been for the
sanctioned, protected pen
we have in this country,
an injustice like this could
not have been promoted
by a great icon like Bob
Dylan. This also adds to
the greatness of the song
"Hurricane" and proves
how strong music and
other forms of art are and
why it is important they
be protected.

The first track on the
album, also titled "Hurricane," features such
artists as Black Thought,
Mos Def, Dice Raw, The
JazzyFatNastees and The
Roots. It is one of the best
rap songs on the album,
with a good mixture of
lyrics from the different
artists and cool music.
Some rap tr4cks on the
CD are "Little Brother"
by Black Star, "I Don't
Know'' by the JazzyFatNastces, and ''The Revolution Will Not Be Tele-

Greek- Panhellenic meeting, 5 p.m.
' • Cinema
International"Gods and
Monsters,"
7:30p.m.,
Curris Center

Top

.'The Hurricane' combines rap; soft rock
Music

THURSDAY ·

Albums

vised" by Gil ScottHeron,
The diversity continues
with the second half ,
which features more 70s
funk and soft rock, such •
as "Hard Times No One
Knows" by Ray Charles,
''In The Basement" by
Etta James and "1 Don't
Know" by Ruth Brown.
Overall, the soundtrack
for the motion picture
"The Hurricane" is filled
with a good mixture of
music and is well-rounded with something for •·The H urricane" Soundtrack offers a well rounded
mixture of sounds and artisits.

l.D' Angelo"Vodoo"
2. Snoop Dogg"Prcsents Tha
Eastside"

3. "Scream IU"
Soundtrack

4. "The
Hurricane"Soundtrack
5. Beck"Midnite
Vultures"

Out of
the
Frying

Pan
By Chris Schweizer

Don't Forget To Stop By The Florist For Valentine's !

su

tudent Special
Paduc8h's #1 College Nite
Every Wednesday
Wet & Wild T·Shirt Contest
$Cash Give-Away$
Thursday Ladies Nite
Friday Nite Funnies Comedy
Saturday, Feb. 5

•

Viking Bovine
Paducah's Hottest New Rock•N•Roll Band

Great Time, Food & Spirits!
.

18 to enter on Tuesday.Thursday
21 to enter on weekends (unless otherwise stated)
with valid ID to drink
No Cover Charge At Door, Tuesday·Thursday

970 Chestnut St.

753·2975

2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

(270). 575·0508
"
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Racer Patrol supervises as students sleep
BY KYLE S HA DOAN
STAFF WRITER

They are watching out for us
while we sleep, securing the
campus and ensuring our safety. They are the Racer Patrol.
With the University Police,
the Racer Patrol provides a
tremendous service for Murray
State, David DeVoss, assistant
supervisor for the University
Police, said.
Racer Partols duties include
security checks, J.D. checks and
maintaining campus safety.
"They (Racer Patrol officers)
are 'invaluable to this campus,"
DeVoss
said.
"They've
ol:>served crimes, assisted with
arrests and helped solve cases.
They've used CPR to save lives.
They've spotted fires being
started and pipes that have
burst, saving the University a
tremendous amount of money.

"However, people don't
understand the one distinction
between the University Police
and the Racer Patrol," he said.
"We don't want people to think
the Racer Patrol is the University Police and the University
Police is the Racer Patrol. It is a
common misconception."
Racer Patrol has several
duties on campus and reports
to the University Police. In contrast, the University Police has
the same authority as the state
police.
"The main responsibility (of
the Racer Patrol) under any circumstance is to provide
escorts," Chris Hendricks,
assistant supervisor for the
Racer Patrol, said. "They also
secure the buildings. Other than
that, they just walk around and
check the campus to make sure
no one is being deviant."
Racer Patrol officers are not

jeremy Edward"'TIM! New'

Staci Stelkle, a Racer Patrol officer from Elkton, checks the Racercard of Tyler Flee~ a junior from Webster County
allowed to carry weapons on
duty because of their requirement to not get involved in dangerous situations that may
arise.
Instead,
they are

equipped with a radio and a
flashlight.
But, sometimes, dangerous
situations can occur.
"Sometimes it gets out of con-

sophomore Racer Patrol officer
from Breeze, Ill., said.
"Personally, I like the objecth·ity of the job," Zollner said.
"The responsibilities are very
clear."
Sometimes, rather eventful
nights occur in the line of duty.
"One night, there were a couple of juveniles that were inebriated," Hendricks said. "They
saw us and started to run. One
of them got caught conscious.
The other one jumped through
some bushes and hit a brick
wall, so he was caught unconscious."
But for many patrol officers
the job is well worth the effort.
"I had a female friend who
was in the Racer Patrol, so I had
always felt I could call on her,"
Zollner said . "So now I'm hoping to take her place."
Racer Patrol applications are
at the Public Safety OFfice.

trol at basketball or badminton
games," Hendricks said . "There
are fights and we're caught in
the middle of that. We don't do
anything other than witness
that and calJ the University
Police."
Usually, about six or seven
Racer Patrol officers are on duty
at night, Hendricks said. At
least one of these is on duty in
Carr Health Building.
"One duty that they pay us
for is to make sure that everybody who comes in is a student," Hendricks said.
Racer Patrol also works with
the Waterfield Library.
"Waterfield Library pays us
to enforce the rules, such as no
eating and no drinking in the
building,'' Hendricks said .
"When it closes, we have to run
people out of there."
A Racer Patrol job can be a
vcr fulfilling job, Allie Zollner,

Residential college programs get controversial overhaul
•

I

•

MELISSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT COllEGE LtFE EDITOR
'I

Changes in program systems for
~~~y residential colleges have begun.
,Last semester resident advisers were
required to complete four programs.
This semester, resident advisers are
required to complete 10 programs, and
many of them come with stipulations.
"Programming in general is a good
thing," Hart College RA Bo Bailey said .
"This semester the programming is too
much for RAs. Students don't get into
programs."

Bailey, junior from Frankfort, said he
would like to make programming more
for his residents than to fulfill the
requirements set by Housing.
"I think offering residents many programs is a good idea," Clark College
RA Jody Cremer said.
Cremer, senior from West Frankfort,
lll., said she thinks many RAs need a
model for their programs.
The model, also called scripting,
refers to the handout each RA was
given at the beginning of the semester.
This handout states RAs must complete
programs that meet certain divisions.

their RAs. The RAs in this building
The five divisions are educational, must complete 13 programs.
RAs must also fu lfill the audience
community, emotional, service and
requirements. Each RA must do three
wellness.
In addition to planning the programs, programs involving their community,
RAs must fill out a sheet that specifying two building-wide programs, one with
a faculty or staff member, one with a
the details of their programs.
The form asks for a complete pro- residential director and two programs
gram description, including the posi- without aud~ence specifications.
Ashley Haliston, Regents College
tive and negative aspects of the program. They must reserve the program RA, said she believes the program is
two weeks in advance, and their pro- changing for good reasons.
grams must also pass the approval of
"Retention went down and Housing
the residence director.
wanted to get everyone involved, " she
Hart College requires a little more of said.

RAs are evaluated on their program
If attendance is low, or no
residents attend, then the program does
not count toward the requirements. The
program may not be used in the future.
''You could spend a whole month on
a program and no one shows up," Bailey said.
The changes are opening up programs to more studl!nts. Under the old
system, RAs would hold programs for
their floors only. Now, because of
scripting, the progra-ms are open to
more students, which could also
increase program attendance.
att~ndancc.

Say you love her ·

Get your car ready
for winter with•••

with 1 classified from
The Murray State News.

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.
753-4424

Scribes and o/ibe

'\_.E

-·

Do you want to

REALLY

go away to school?
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CCSA and Murray State University
can take you there!
london
Australia/New Zealand

Ireland
Scotland/England
South Africa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

July 6 - August 7, 2000
August 28 • December 11, 2000

Q

friday, reb. 11

June 15 - July 13, 2000

8 p.m. -12 a.m.

May 17 - June 1, 2000
July 17 - August 1, 2000

Sunset Strips

June 8 - June 26, 2000

in Curris Center.

June 12 - July 4, 2000

E2r tur1b~r infgrm~1i2D. '201~'1;
Dr. Ronald Cella
762-4532
ron.cel!a@murraystate.edu

Ms. Cella Wall
762-3171
ce!!a.wa!!@muqaystate.edu

On-line at www.nku.edu/ccsa

f4ngone interested in reading or
peiforming ca{[Sy9t office:
762-6951.

•
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Residential college councils
focus on Valentine programs
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

For Valentine's Day, some residential
colleges are going .111 out. Whether a
person has a valentine, wants a valentine or just wants to talk about sex and
relationships, college-sponsored programs are available for students to
attend.

Love and lust
SpringerI Franklin College is sponsoring " Love and Lust Week" next
week to get everyone in the mood for
Valentine's Day. Resident advisers, residence directors and the residential college council are sponsoring programs
aimed toward relationships.
"We are excited about this week,"
Springer I Franklin College Faculty
Head Jane Hall said. "The things we
wiJI be talking about are important to
young people."
The game show "The Dating Game"
will be recreated in Springer's lobby
Tuesday at 8 p.m. "The Dating Game"
will feature a bachelorette asking three
bachelors questions. She will choose the
one she like:.. best, based on his answers.
The winning couple will get dinner for
two at a local restaurant.
If you have ever wanted to know
what the opposite sex is thinking, the
program "Sex in the D.uk" may tell
you. Guys and girls will answer intimate questions drawn out of a bowl.
"Sex in the Dark" is Wednesday at 9
p.m. in Franklin's lobby.
Hall said she thinks this program will
be useful. Students can learn how the
opposite sex feels without being embarrassed to ask them. She said people are
sometimes reluctant to ask those kinds
of forward qu~stions .
Another program on the list is "Battle
f'f the Sexes." In t~ program, guys sit
on one side of the room and girls on the
other. They fire questions at each other
and everything is fair game. The battle

entine

Ha penings in
theResidential

Colleges

commences in Springer's lobby Thursday at8 p.m.
"You can ask absolutely anything that
you want to ask," Lisa Moore, Franklin
College residence director, said.
Hall said that they have planned an
exciting week of events to discuss relationships
"We always like to do something
special for Valentine's Day. We stress it
more than any other holiday," Hall
said.
The week culminates with a couples'
dinner Friday. Students will decorate
the lobbies of both colleges' and the colleges residential advisers will serve a
free spaghetti dinner to couples.
Springer's dinner begins at 5:30 p.m.
and Franklin's at 6:30 p.m.
The dinner is open only to residents
and their guests. Hall said the colleges
hope to accommodate 20 couples.
Both colleges are serving refreshments on the evening of Feb. 14.
The college is also selling Hershey's
Kiss-0-Grams the week prior to Valentine's Day to raise money for St. Jude's
Hospital.
A Kiss-0-Gram is a s mall bag of Hershey's Kisses wiili a card attached. They
will be delivered to the residential colleges by Valentine's Day.

Kyla Houston, Springer College residence director, said she thinks Love and
Lust Week is a good thing for the college to do.
"It's a great way to get students
involved - those who have significant
others and those who do not," Houston
said.

Student auctions
Regents and White colleges are also
planning Valentine's Day activities.
"We decided to work in conjunction
with Regents this year to offer some fun
Valentine's programs," Clarence Maxie,
White College president, said.
Regents and White will hold a date
auction Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Regents lQbby. Guys and girls will be
on the auction block to raise money for
St. Jude's Hospital.
Regents College President Richie
McClerkin said the college is hoping to
raise $300 from the auction.
"We decided to so something different this year, and we hope it works
out," he said.
The colleges will hold a dance open
only to Regents and White residents
and their dates. The colleges plan to
refreshments, including mocktails. The
dance will begin at 9 p .m. in the Regents
second floor study lounge.
"I want everybody to have fun,
become closer and learn that RCC is not
all business," McClerkin said.

Sing-0-Grams
For those looking for a last minute
gift for their valentines, the residential
colleges will sell Sing-0-Grams. Students may hire a group of residents to
serenade their sweethearts. Proceeds
from the Sing-O.crams will go to the
Women's Center.
For those without a valentine, the residential colleges are l'osting a single's
night feb. 13. They
show movies
and serve refreshments, beginning at
7:30p.m.

''Lowest Rates In Town''

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

.)

cars to vans

Requirements
At least 2 t yean of age, vaUd driver's license.

"Major credit cards"
Local pickup aYallabJe

Parker J:ord J.incoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
751 • 5273 Ask for wade

De&&ert: i!i on the Hou&e
Everyday at

'*ill

Ryan Brooks/The News

Fixing he roof:

Tony Clinton of Murray works with Swift
Roofing to install a new roof on the walkway between Pogue Library and
the Lowry Center.
~

'

Saturday dinner will honor
Scottish poet Robert Burns

Society President Stuart Conover said.
"We expect guests from as far away as
Baton Rouge, Nashville and Cincinnati."
Paris, Tenn., newspaper publisher
Bill Williams will offer a toast to Sco~
land and local radio personality joe Pat
James will present a toast to the ladies.
Robin Taffler of the Murray Main Street
project will make the "Ladies'
Response." Schempp, assistant profes-'
sor of speech communications and theatre, will give the "Toast to the Immor- (
tal Memory of Robert Bums."
Smithfield Faire, featuring Dudley
Brian Smith as l~ad vocalist, is well.
known in the Scottish folk genre. The
group was recently featured at the :
Louisiana Highland Games where
more than 4,000 people heard their
Celtic harmonies.
Ticket~ are $20 per person and
include dinner and beverages. TiCkets
may be resen•ed through the Murray
Tourism Commission at 759-2199 or
800-651-1603.

Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society
F a c e pting applications for member·
slfD· Applicants 1nust have at least junior
sta~ding and rank in the upper 35°/o of their

Ac~emic Colloge class.

Applications are
avaiable in th~ SGA office, Student Mfairs
office, l\1ulticultu:ral::.G nter and at the desk of

each Residential College. ,.~·lications
are due by Feb. 18 at 4:~ . . . in the
,..

---.

Student Affairs office,., IJ~Qu
have any questions contact-Mist~ Sanders
or Jane I-Iall at x3585.

.
2{:t::t,:;%
mo~t
~ue
~
a.n.J fj!&SJIPI.nf.
~

expe'Cl.ehea

Location: 214 N. 1sth St.
(across irom Pogue Ubrai'Y)
759-3233

OLYMPIC PLAZA
759-4653

Come in and enjoy
a delicious entree!

* Breakfast ;;~Lunch

* Dinner

~HCoffee ~~ Hot Chocolate

!HMilkshakes ;*Juice

Come in and shop our
International Grocery Store
*~Calling Cards *~Cookbooks

or just relax, do homework,
or play a game of chess.

..
l

,_

--

~

groups in cities around the world;'

Gloria's World Food Village
Wonderful homemade
desserts & hand-dipped
ic'e cream FREE with
the purchase of a buffet!

~

"Murray will be joining hundreds of

STAFF REPORT

Murr.ly State faculty will join members of the community to honor Scottish
poet Robert Burns at the Murray Woml'n's Clubhouse on Saturday.
The Caledonian Society of Murray
will spoJt'>Or the event, which feature
Murray State fnculty Jnmes I. Schempp
and RobertValentine as speakers, along
WJth louisiana-based Smithfield Faire,
a Scottish folk music group.
Many cnll Bums "the finest poet in
the English language." His poem" Auld
Lang Syne" was sang all over the world
Jan. l . l·hs love ballads and patriotic
poem" haw served as the song lyrics
since the l.lte 18th century.
An evening of toasts, songs, speeches
and poetry i:;; customary at Burns'
birthday celebration. Although Bums
was born on jan. 25, the Murray gathering was postponed "for better weather
;md the availability of the club house,"
Va lentine said.
lie said Burns Suppers are held in
Hong Kong, Paris, Sydney and Moscow
each year at this time.

,
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Racers sign 20 recruits to start Pannunzio era
BY JASON BIWNGSLEY
SPORTS EOITOR

New Murray State Head Football Coach
Joe Pannunzio became the 15th Racer Head
Coach Monday and already has one of the
biggest recruiting classes in recent memory.
Pannunzio and the two assistant coaches
left from the Denver Johnson era, Steve
Jameson and Cary Fowler, addressed over
I00 members of the football advisory board
of the Racer Foundation Wednesday night
in the Racer Room at Roy Stewart Stadium.
There, Fowler gave a rundown of the 20
new members of the Racer football team.
Pannunzio and Fowler credit the Racers'
20 recruits, 10 junior college transfers now
on campus and 10 high school recruits
coming next fall, to Fowler, Jameson and
the p layers.
"A lot of time when coaches leave they
just leave all the stuff and forget about it,
but I really think th e staff he left did a great
job," Pannun.z io said. "They fought and
signed us a great class."
"The guys who sold out for us and the
reason we had such a good signing period
under these difficult times is because of the
players," Fowler said. "They are sick and
tired of finishipg second and want to
improve this team to where we'll win the
conference."
· Four of Johnson's assistants, Associate

Head Coach Mac McDaniel, Offensive
Coordinator Scott Preston, Defensive Coordinator Randall McCray and Offensive
Line Coach Vance Vice left to join Johnson
at illinois State after word was released Friday that Pannunzio had gotten the head
coach position.
Larry McClain, defensive line coach and
strength coordinator, left to go to Fayetteville State University in North Carolina to
be closer to his sick mother.
Emesto Pumsley, defensive back coach,
will not return to Murray State but has not
chosen a new school yet.
One need for the Racers this offseason is
to get a new q uarterback. Murray State was
to get Ohio State transfer Austin Moherman, but he decided to go to Southwest
Missouri State after Johnson left MSU.
Although none of the 20 recruits were
quarterbacks, Pannunzio was confident the
need will be filled.
"The master plan is that there is a stable
of them at Auburn, and since I have the
inside track there, maybe I can get one of
them to come down here," he said.
Currently, the Racers now have three or
four scholarships left according to Pannunzio, but that numb er could increase
depending on the number of scholarship
players who leave.
For the complete list of rt.>cruits, read the
Sports Briefly section on page 13.

Barry Johnson/Guest
Murray State Athletic Director E.W. Dennison hands new Murray State football Head Coach J oe Pannunzio a
Murray State Racer hat Monday at his introductory press conference in the Cur ris Center T heatre. Pa nnunzio
was formerly the Tight Ends/Special Teams Coach at Auburn University and at Ole Miss University.

Tennessee Tech defeats
Lady Racers' 64-59

Pride in University
suffering from poor
season performance

..

Sports Talk
.
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"IF TH U RSDAY
(vs. MTSU)
WAS THE WAK E
UP C A LL FO R
T H E RACERS AS
H EAD C O AC H
T EVESTER
A NDERSO N SAID
A FTER TH E
GAM E, T HEN
iH EY MUST
H AVE H IT TH E
SNOOZE A LARM
SATURDAY A N D
T UESDAY."

As I sat down before the Racer basketball game Thursday night vs. Middle Tennessee State, my mind danced
with the possibility of having both the
men's and women's basketball teams as
Ohio Valley Conference Champions for
the first time in recertt memory.
After Thursday's loss to MTSU and
Tuesday's wild upset by Tennessee
State, I have to wonder one thing about
the Racers.
What the hell happened?
On Dec. 4, we were on the top of the
basketball world in Kentucky, as the
Racers defeated Detroit Mercy on a
national ESPN telecast, while UK was
falling out of the Top 25 in both college
basketball polls. For a time, MSU
looked to get a higher ranking than UK
at some point in the season.
Obviously, that concept is out the
window.
I do want the Racers to succeed for
personal reasons, as I want to cover the
NCAA men's basketball tournament
like every other sports editor at "The
Murray State News" has in the last few
years.
But another reason I want the Racers
to succeed is because the University
thrives on its success in athletics.
No matter how high Murray State
places in "U.S. News and World
Report" or how many academic programs and clubs reach national success,
the university gets a good portion of our
students through our success in athletics. Prospective students don't remember how many articles the faculty have
published nationally, but how far the
Racers went in the NCAA Tournament.
This may not be the way it should be,
but that's the reality of the situation.
At a time when the Racers seem to
have lost the spark they once had, the
Lady Racers have stepped up through
the adversity of losing three players in
the course of the academic year and
have become a serious contender for the
OVC title. If you haven't seen the Lady
Racers play, now's the time to watch
them as this is the best they've p layed in
the last decade.
U Thursday was the wake up call for
the Racers as Head Coach Tevester
Anderson said after the game, then they
must have hit the snooze alarm Saturday and Tuesday.
How can the University ask the fans
at RSEC to be excited and pack the
stands when we are losing games we
should win? I'm not a basketball coach,
and I know I never will be, but we need
the either the Racers or Lady Racers in
the NCAA. Our pride as a University
rides on it.

Jason Billingsley is the sports editor for
'Tize Mztrray State News.''

-~----------------~~._~--~~

laura Dt'alon/The News

Susan Tackett, sophomore from Bidwell, O hio, thrO\H a
no-look pass during the Lady Racers' 64-59 loss to Tennessee Tech Saturday. T he loss ended the Lady Racers'
five-game winning streak and put them at 8- 11 overall.

Tennessee Tech snapped
the Lady Racers' five-game
winning streak last Saturday
in a 64-59 game.
The Lady Racers came into
the game with Tech, currently
the number one team in the
OVC, on the wave of a winning streak. Tech came into
the game hoping to maintain
the team's perfect season in
theOVC.
In the first half the Lady
Racers struggled to keep up
with a surprisingly explosive
Tech offense but managed to
kt..>ep the game close trailing
33-25 at the half.
Tech was 13·25 from the
field including four baskets
from three-point land. The
Lady Racers were 9-25 from
the field including four baskets from three-point land.
"We stunk it up pretty bad
in the first half," junior Monika Gadson said. "We came
out and played hard for the
second half."
The second half was hardfought for the Lady Racers as

the team managed to start a
comeback.
The Lady Racers battled a
point for point game and
managed to pull close but
could not contain the offensive push from Tech. The
team battled it out but fell
short against first place Tennessee Tech.
·
"We stepped it up in the
second half, but they killed us
from the post," Bates said.
"It's disappointing," MSU
Head Coach Eddie Fields
said. "We've got to guard better because our defense killed
us."
Stansberry led the Lady
Racers w ith 18 points, three
assists and seven rebounds.
Bates added 14 points, including three three-pointers.
Gadson recorded eight
rebounds, including five
offensive boards, and scored
10 points.
The Lady Racers hope to get
back on track and avenge their
early .season loss agairu;t UTMartin Saturday.
The Lady Racers currently
stand at 6-4 in the OVC and 811 overall.

Murray State 59
Tenn. Tech 64
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 8·11 (6-4
OVC), TENNESSEE
TECH I 5-6 I 10-0
OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:
LIZ STANSBERRY, 18
POINTS, SEY£N
REBOUNDS AND
THREE ASSISTS.
COMMENTS: "IT's
DISAPPOINTING.
We've GOT TO
GUARD BEnER
BECAUSE OUR
DEFENSE KillED US."
-lADY RACER HEAO
COACH EDDIE FIELDS,
ON SATURDAY'S
lOSS.

Tennessee State hands Murray surprising defeat
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State Racers lost for
the second time in the last three
games Tuesday night after falling at
Tennessee State 77-75.
The Racers (14-7 overall, 7-3
OVC) hold only a one-game advantage over Tennessee Tech and Eastem Illinois for second place in the
Ohio Valley Conference after the
upset loss Tuesday. The TSU Tigers
(4-15 overall, 3-6 OVC) jumped
from last to eighth place with their
victory.
Kevin Samuel hit a 3-point
jumper from the baseline at the
buzzer to earn the victory for TSU.
Tennessee State worked the ball to
Samuel who drove toward the right
baseline and launched the gamewinner.
The Tigers controlled the action
for most of the game, leading by 16
at one point in the first half and
holding a halftime edge of 42-32.
The Racers regained the lead with
13 seconds left to play after two
Aubrey Reese free throws put the
score at 75-74. The Racers had been
trailing 68-60 with 4:34 left in the

game before regaining the lead on
Reese's free throws.
Th~ main reason for the Tigers'
victory was their succt.'SS from the
three-point line. TSU made 12 of 21
shots from beyond the arc, for a 57
percent clip.
'The Racers did have the edge on
the boMds, outrebounding TSU 3622, and the free throw line, as the
Racers made 18 compared to 13 free
throws for the Tigers.
Isaac Sp~ncer and Reese led the
Racers in scoring with 25 and 22
points respectively, but did not
have much help as no other Racer
reached double figures .
Three Tigers players, however,
reached double figures as Cary
Sykes had 21 points, Jamie Roberts
had 19 points and Samuel contributed 17 points and seven assists.
The Racers now have a two-game
homestand at the Regional Special
Events Center starting Saturday vs.
UT-Martin and continuing Tuesday
when the Racers look for revenge
against the Tigers. Saturday's tip off
is !-Cheduled for 7 p.m. while Tuesda)''~ game. with Tennessee State
will start at 7;30 p .m.

MurrayState75
Tenn. State 77
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 14-7 (7-3
OVC), TENNESSEE
STATE 4·15 (3-6
OVC)
KEY PLAYERS: ISAAC
SPENCER, 25 POINTS
AND FOUR
REBOUNDS, AUBREY
REESE, 22 POINTS
ANO FiVE ASSISTS.
COMMENTS: "WHEN
YOU GET YOURSElVES
IN A HOLE liKE THAT
YOU EXPEND SO
MUCH ENERGY TRY·
lNG TO COME BACK
THEY WHEN YOU DO
GET BACK, IT'S PRETIY
TOUGH TO STAY
THERE .. H -HEAD
CoACH TEYesm
ANDERSON, ON THE
RACERS FAUING
BEHIND EARlY (FROM
MURRAY SPORTS

Ryan Brooks/The News

Chris Shumate, freshman from Louisville,
dunks the ball against Tennessee Tech Saturday.
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Aaron Page,
Liz Stansberry
Aaron Page and
Liz Stansberry are
in this week's
Racer Sport light.
Page, senior
guard from
Austin, Texas,
had one of the
best games of his
Murray State
career Sa turday
night vs. Tennessee Tech.
Page led the
Racers with 17
points in the Racers' 75-74 win,
shooting five-ofeight from the
field in ju~t 18
min utes of action
Saturday night.
Stansberry,
junior forward
from Bargersville,
Ind., was mtmed
the O hio Valley
Conference Newcom er of the
Week on Monday
for the week ending)an. 30.
Stansberry was
named for the
award for the
third time this
season, with the
other two times
coming on Nov.
29 and Jan. 17.
She is the first
player in OVC
history to win the
.1ward three
times.

Fastfact
Thursday night,
the Murray StatE'
Racerf\ lost their
second home
game in a season
for the first time
!>ince 1996.
That ye<tr, MSU
lust three home
games in Febru-

.try.

Mea's Scores
IM.21
MI'SU81

....

MSU79
EIUIS

Murny State signs 20 football
recruits on Wednesday
The Murray State Racers announced
Wednesday the signing of 20 new
recruits for the 2000 football season.
Ten of the recruits are junior college
trc1nsferb who are currently a'tending
cla~ses and will participate in spring
drills. The other 10 are high school
seniors who will come to the University in the fall.
The 10 junior college transfers are
Desraeli Collier, defensive back from
San Bernardino Valley Community
College; Mike Durant, defensive lineman trom West Los Angeles College;
Sam Gregg, offensive lineman from
Jtawamba Community College; Tra\·is
I Iampton, linebacker from San Francisco Community College; Travis Lueck,
reo.~iver from North Dakota State College; Wayne Lynch, linebacker from
I linds Community College; Aaron
Manningham, defensive lineman from
C1yuga Community College; Alex Polidore, receiver from West Los Angeles
Community College; Murry Rhodes,
offensive lineman from New Mexico
Military lnstitute; and !1.1ichael Slater,
receiver from Hinds Community College.
The 10 high school seniors are Jamie
Alexander, linebacker from Hickman;
Wilbur Benson, defensive back from
Hopkinsville; William Bruno, offensive

EKUS7

lineman from Hopkinsville; Chesley
Dennison from Medina, Tenn.; Jason
Hall, running back from Atoka, Tenn.;
Clc:~y Harrison, lung snapper from
Bethpage, Tenn.; Russ Kirkland, tight
end from New Albany, Miss.; Jason
Knighton, defensive tackle from Irving·
ton, N.J.; Brian Moss; defensive end
from Olive Branch, Miss. and Jerry
Southward from Paducah.

Rifle team finishes second
behind defending NCAA cham15
The Murray State Gold rifle team finished second at the annual Roger Withrow Invitational rifle match at home
last weekend.
The Gold team finished with a total
score of 6140, just 135 points behind
defending national champion AlaskaFairbank..;. Nebraska finished third at
6102, followed by Kentucky at 6093.
Murray Stnte Blue finished in lOth
place with a score of 5895.
M.utin Wheeldon, senior from
Eubank, led the scoring for MSU Gold
team with an aggregate score of 1543,
with an 1152 in smallbore and a 391 in
air rifle competition. An n Proctor,
junior from Garden City, Mich., was
the top scorer for the MSU Blue team
with an aggregate score of 1503, with
<~n 1123 in srnallbore and a 380 in air
rifle.
The Murray State rifle teams w ill be

Men's Basketball Men's Basketball
Standings
Schedule
ovc
SEMO

9·1

MSU

7-3

lTU

6-4

EIU
6-4
UT-Martin 5-4
APSU
4-6
MTSU
4-6

'ISU

3·6

Moreht!nd 3-7
EKU
2-8

Overall
16-3
14-7
11-8
10-8

8-ll
10-8
8-10
4-15
8-11
6-13

1 o r'games
~ r.·l
As
p ayed 'on.
Fcb. l .

Women's Basketball

Standings

Ftb. ~

UT-Marttn •• MSU 7 p m .
Man·hud •• MTSU 7 p.m.
SEMOarAI"''u 74Sp.m.
rtu •• TSU 7 45 r m
EKUat TTU8pm.
Feb.d
lT\.1 •I EIU 7:05 I'·"'
MTSU .It SfMO 7·:1<1 r m
1'SU al MSU i Jil p.m
.AI>Sti,al UT-Mirt•n 7:45pm
Frb. 10
l5U • • M<'rthr•.J 7 p.m
~\J>tEIU 7.il5p.m

li1-M•rtm •tSEM07.'!0 p.m
Al'SU •• EKU i p.m..
~

TIU

OVC Overall
10-0 15-6

EKU

6-4

9-10

MSU

6·4

8-11

APSU
MTSU
SEMO

5-5
5·5
5·5

9-10
8-10
8-10

UT-Martin 5·5
EIU
4·6
TSU
4-6
Morehead 0-10

6·13
6-12
6-12
1-18

' ' :At ol'gahlc5
played on
1

in competition at the Ohio Valley Conference Rifle Championships this weekend at Morehead State. MSU has won
or shared the conference title in rifle
every year since it was established in
1994.

MSU track teams compete
at Southern Illinois meet
The Mu rray State men's and women's indoor track teams competed at
the McDonald's Saluki Invitational at
Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, lll., last Friday.
The men's team placed fifth out of
seven teams with 40 points. Wallace
State won the men's meet with a score
of 161 points, followed by host Southem Illinois at 100.5.
Brian Palmer, senior from Ben ton,
won the men's 3,000-meter run with a
time of 15:28.5, winning the race by a
margin of 12.7 seconds over Ben
Wessenyelch of Wallace State.
P.1lmer was the onJy Murray State
track participant to win an event at the
meet.
The women's team p laced sixth out
of nine teams with a total of 17 points.
Host SIU won the women's meet with
141.5 points, followed by SEMO at 106
and Arkansas State at 92.5.
Undsay Newlin, sophomore from
Georgetown, Mo., placed second in the
5,000-meter run w ith a time of 18:19.84,

Women's Basketball
Schedule
F~b.

5
UT-M>rbt\11 MSU 430 p m.
M.orehea.J •I MTSU 5:45p.m.
SEMO •• AI'SU 5:45pm.
EIU 11 TSU 5:45p.m.
FKU at TTU S:45 p.m.
F~b.

8

TTU •• EIU HS p.m.
MTSU •I SEMO S:30 p m
TSU al MSU 5:30p.m.
AI'SU at LT·Marbtl 5:45p.m.
F~b.IO

TSU at Morollftd H S p.m.
M."lJ at EIU HS p.m.
UT·M.ulm •t SEMO 5:30p.m
Af'SU It JJ<t! 5 p.m .

Residential
Colleges
fri>, I/Mift ott Nortll Gyw~
(Loti. va. Funklin 6 p m.

Brooke lencki, Calloway County
High School women's soccer star,
signed a national letter of intent with
Murray State this week.
Lencki has been named to the all-district, all-regional and all-state soccer
teams, and is Regional Soccer Player of
the Year and the First Region candidate
for Miss Soccer.
Lencki holds the school single game,
season and career scoring records in
soccer. Last season she tied the state
record for goals in a game with eight.

Intramural basketball tourney
to be held next Saturday
The Murray State Intra-Collegiate
Sports and Recreation Offict:' will hold
a three-on-three basketball to urnament
next week, sponsored by EFollt>tt.com.
The roster limit is five per lt'<lm.
Deadline for sign up is Wednesday at 4
p.m. Games will be played on Ft>b. 12
For more information, phone 7626791 or 762-4458 and ask for Alison
Epperson.

Briifs nrl! compiled by Jason
sports editor.

Fraternities
Fob. 1 ot ll&a-r Arortl
S•gm.o rtu EpsaL.>n vs. Sigma r, 1
P"'Alpha C.mm.a Rhu vs !&:apr• A1plw

f•b. 9 al Racer AI'Ono
1'1 Kappa Alpha VI. ::O.gmA Phi
[.pslloo 7 p.m.

Ftb. 10/llftn • • Nol1h Gym
Rochmond va. Cl•rk Q p rn.
Fronkhn ••· Ht-.trr 10 p.m
Rog~nts vt. fllubrih 11 p.m.
hb. 10/Womm 11 South CJm
srnngcr ... ~ 8 r .m.

SEMOIO
Monllud 59
TIU82
UT·Mirtlft 74

Jan. 29
MSU75
TIU74

MTSU 71

SEM077

EKU65

TSU80
APSU 73

Feb. J

Bi/liu,~;slr.y,

Sororities
f•b '1 ot South Gym
A1plt.o llrlu r; ,., BSU 9 p.m.
Tigm V> Alph.> l..olll\m.l Otllol IQ
p.m.
Fob. 9.M South <.:ym
S·~ma SiRIIlol Sigrn. VL AIJ•N

G•mm• Dell• 6 p.m
Ute~~ ••· BSU 7 p rn.
AIph• Sigma AI ph.& vs. f1gtn 8 p"' ,
AI ph• OmlcM• 1'1 Vf, Alph• O..•lla 1'1
9pm.

S•gm• Chi -.. Lombd• Cho Alp~ 8
p.m.
Alph-1 ('.amm• Rho v>. Alpha T•u
O.nt,;J q p.m.
Klppa fllph.& Psi w . Alp~ S•W"'
Phi tO p.m

'

"1J

EIU 102
EKU 9512 011
MSU76
MTSU 57

SEMOIS

...

•

·-

• I

1

I I

TTU64
UT·MIIrtia 62

Jan. 29
TIU64

MSUS9

au ss
~62

S£M087
EKU64

UT·Mutln 73
MTSU70

KWI K CA----~
MURRA

WHAT DO I NEED?
·ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
·PROOF OF INCOME

PHONE CARDS!!!
113 MINUTES $5
241 MINUTES $10
497 MINUTE;S $20

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923

Y U R R A 1
www.Q46.com

r

• ol/1

WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!

~ Your Hometown Station!

t t

Women's Scores ·,tl
,,
Jan. 21

GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!

Now One Full Hour!
Weeknights at 10 p.m.

r

TSU77
MSU75

NEED CA$H???

REAL
FUNNY
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VIDEO
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Moreii1M 69

SOurce: MSU Sports
Information

REAL

1.J•

EIU82

feb. 1.

Love Is Blind
But Our Cameras
Aren t

..

UT·..... 63

Morehud62

Alph.J Sigm.o Plu '" AI ph• Tau
Onwga'lpm
Pi iYppA Alpha v~. lMnbda Chr
AlphaiOp.m

Fob. 8/Womt n •• Sou til Gym
H•rt VI. Spnn11or I! p.m.
li""t•r n . Re~tt7 p.m

tun q I"'"·

Calloway County soccer player
signs with Murray State

r .. ap.m.

Ri<hmmd YJ. ~h 7 I'm
u.,t v• 11.,.1« 8 p.m

<:wr~, ~

finishing 4.67 seconds behind tirstplace Amy Ateme of SEMO.

1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS
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MEN&WOMEN
for the
KY NATIONAL GUARD
SMPorOCS

OFFICER PROGRAM
You wiH receive f'Ri!'E COLLI!cii! .._...~
$ 25$.00 a month for 36 months through MOIW.~•
KICKER BONUS of$ 3&0.00 a month &
weekend dr:UI pay.

LIMITED OPENINGS
.
CALL
1-800-GO-GUARD

Speoi1llntrod
~ •n $1.99
....

.., .....
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Stables

1st Floor C1rr
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COACH:
He plans to make his
athletes 'students first'
from Page 1
cation. Wins and losses can take care of
themselves, but if you're any type of
"coach worth your salt, you have to be
."!orried about developing your players
:into real men. It a11 starts with an edu*
:cation."

schools that are big rivals and you have
' the same thing here. If you're going to
win this conference, you've got to beat
Tennessee State right now. Eastern
Kentucky has always been competitive
and Coach Kidd is as good a coach as
there is in the country. Western Ken*
tucky and Coach Harbaugh also have a
lot of tradition on their side."

.

:4. How do you translate the experi·
:ence of facing rivals like Alabama
:and Tennessee in the SEC to rivals
:uke Tennessee State in the OVC?
, "At Auburn you have three or four

JONES: Education can
:end misperceptions
:From Page 1
course that discusses race and ethnicity.

5. Does your experience with the
Auburn NCAA situation in the mid·
die of the 1990s give you any sym·

The Murray State News
February ... 2000

That's going to be a huge game. I hope
they have sympathy for us."

"We can't hire any new coaches until
Feb. 11 because of Affirmative Action.
We have some people in mind. I'm
excited about the staff we're going to
have here, but we have to wait until
after that date to hire them."

6. What's it like to become the new
football coach two days before the
first signing day for high school
playen?

8. What would be your statement
for the students to get to know you

"To me it's a tribute to Coach John*
son's staff that he had here. They
stayed here during the search and did
a great job with recruiting. Had he
(Johnson) been here it might have been
better, but I think it's a credit to the
type of person Denver is and the type
of people he had on his staff that
recruiting went so well."

better?

"That will be the biggest game we
have this year. What they're going
through has little effect on us. We're
going to prepare as long and as hard as
we can to win that football game.

your staff?

"First and foremost, I'm a people
person. I'm the person that's here for
the best interest of our football p layers
by making them students first and athletes second. The type of footba 11 I
want to bring to Murray is an exciting
type of football offensively, defensively
and in our kicking game. I should be
real approachable. We can't get to
where we want to get to unless we get

The University currently does not
require students to take a multi-<:ultural
studies class. Certain humanities and
civilization classes address related topics, but the courses are only required for
specific degrees. In addition, a major or
minor is not available in race or ethnicity.

"In my opm10n, Murray State students are not getting a systematic exposure to information dealing with race,
ethnicity and gender," Jones said.
A committee was set up two years ago
that explored offering a minor in those
subjects, but Jones has not seen any
results of the report after it was submit-

ted to the administration.
This committee has recently been
reestablished to further investigate the
subject, but no information was avail·
able at press time about its status.
Jones said he believes a curriculum
requirement would encourage students
to be racially tolerant. Prejudice feeds

pathy or incentive to beat Ten·
nessee State next year?

7. Who do you have in mind
bringing from Auburn as part of

··:

MAKE A :DIFFERENCE ·IN,r; MURRAV. BECOME A
.
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VOLUNTEER.

- HO ME - BUSINESS - BONDS - LlFE - ~~a

,._.~~...;;;..-.

Free Quotes!
104 N. 4th St.

Murray. KY 42071

753·3500

10°/o Discount with
MSU Student ID

9. How do you plan to get the community to attend games more?
"We have to put a good product on
the field. We have to reach out to the
community and let them know what
kind of product we have and what
kind of entertainment we have for
them. I think that spills over into our
university as well. We have to provide
some excitement for our students and
provide something to be excited about
that will entertain them. It's kind of
like that old show ("Field of Dreams"):
If you build it, they will come."

off perceptions about racial differences,
which could be eliminated by education, he said.
In addition, Director of the Institute
for International Studies Michael Basile
said a race and ethnicity requirement is
important for graduates entedng the
global work force.

TERRAPIN STATION
920 S. 12th St.

The Music Crib
"Y1111r Ho,.tltiWfl ,,.,.,._.. ... ..,..,..,..

the students involved in what we're
doing. If we're going to be successful
here, they're going to have to play a
major role. We need their help and I'll
do anything I can do to bring them
here."

*
*

Guitars
Amps
Strings
A c c e s s ories
Corne see our n e w a rriva ls !
Store t t ours:
Mon.-Fri.: 12 - 9 p.m .
Sat . : 10 a.m . - 5 p.m .
Sun.: 12 - 4 p.m.

668 Greenplaln Rd.
H azel , KY
(270) 492- 8691
6 miles south of M urray

753-8926

New and Used
COMPACT DISCS and CASSETTES
Also

Posters • Stickers • Blacklights
T-shirts • Music VIdeos • Incense

2

a-A~;-N~~-;;·u~;d·-s- ---·oo··
Si~les, ~xies ~!=~!f !=~-1~ Off
and Sale

1316 APPLt CAft
Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight
~---~

A.K.A., "The Big Cow!"
641 S. Bel Air Center
753-0440

b. s Clalrence DollblnJ ReVIew
Feb. t2 Mord.tQ l'inser
...,.,, no .......,.. .*1,0 ,............,
L OCATED ON 641 S.
12 mHes South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798

Be
an
Become a

• Kentuclcy Organ Donor.
• ~ R:>r rrore information call:
1-800-525-3456.

jVlrs. finn
.. Psychic neader
• dC lldvisor
ttells past, present &
and answers all

rur',U ril!l

questions
161-0508

Mon.·Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. I·S

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Come Together

• Are you pregn~t?
•

Unable to parent at this bme?

WE CAN HELP!
• Counseling provided
Pregn~cy expenses paid
" • You choose loving perents
~

•

~IToiFree

Day (800) !142·!1245

Eveoing (800) 820·4091
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